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A method has been developed f'or study and evalu-
ation or overburden removal systems in open pit mining. 
The computer simulation method shows the ef'Xect of' 
vehicle and course characteristics and the control of' 
loading time on overall production and cost per unit of' 
overburden removed. 
Data are available f'rorn vehicle manufacturers and 
from past minin~ experience. The data are punched onto 
processing cards and the system is then simulated and 
analyzed using a digital computer. 
The products of' the system simulation consist o.f a 
tabulated listing o.f all control variables af'ter each 
simulated vehicle loading and a system summary predictinr; 
shif't production, cost per ton, vehicle delay times, and 
average queue lengths at the load and dump f'acilities. 
Jl-1ine management can use the results of the system simu-
lation as a tool to help determine optimum f'leet size 
and type f'or maximum production and minimum cost. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Open pit mining is an increasingly important method 
or mineral exploitation that is applicable to ore bodies 
which lie near the surrace. The history or surrace 
mining is generally associated with the mining or coal, 
iron and copper ores, and non-metallic minerals such as 
gypsum, sand, gravel, clays, phosphates, and stone. 
The advantages of' surrace mining override those or 
underground mining with respect to grade control, ore 
recovery ratio, operation rlexibility, sarety, working 
conditions and economy. Of' these advantages, economy 
is probably the most important .factor. Many ore deposits 
are at such a depth that the runount of' overburden to be 
handled imposes economic limits to existing open pit 
mining techniques. l~en these limits are reached the 
mine must either be abandoned or converted to an under-
ground operation. I.f technology can increase the 
economic e.f.ficiency of' handling overburden removal, it 
is obvious that the depth to which a deposit may be 
economically mined by sur.face methods may be increased. 
Ir1PORTANCE OF PROBLEM 
The open pit mining industry is .faced with more 
problems today than at any other time in its history. 
Present and .future demands .for minerals are ever on 
the increase and have put a tremendous pressure on the 
industry. As the higher grade, near surface ore bodies 
become exploited, mineral demands are forcing the open 
pit mining industry to turn to the leaner, deeper ore 
deposits. With these ventures come greater geological 
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complexities and greater demand for technically trained 
labor forces resulting in higher wage rates. In order 
to improve on the bulk material handling concept, many 
problems present themselves for consideration. 
One of these problems is the need for economically 
efficient overburden removal in open pit development. 
Large volumes of material must be handled quickly, 
efficiently and at less cost. Two-thirds of the 8.8 
billion tons of ores mined throughout the world (1964) 
come from surface operations. If the stripping ratio 
for the United States is assumed to apply equally to 
world production, then over 21 billion tons of waste, 
or a total of almost 27 billion tons of material, are 
1/ 
mined annually in the world by surface methods.-
The Anaconda Company at its Twin Buttes, Arizona, 
project is currently engaged in the largest known pre-
production stripping operation in the history of mining. 
The development of the pit may reach dimensions of one 
by one and one-half miles at the surface with a possible 
3 
depth or 1,800 ~eet. To accomplish their goal by 1969, 
Anaconda must strip 200 million tons o~ overburden to 
reach the ore deposit approximately 460 ~eet below the 
surface. 2 / It is apparent that no ore can be mined and 
no return on investment realized until arter the over-
burden has been removed. There£ore, it is essential that 
the overburden be removed as swi~tly as is economically 
feasible. 
PROBLEH STATENENT 
As in many other open pit operations, the geology 
or the Twin Buttes project lends itsel~ nicely to removal 
or overburden by a team of rubber-tired scrapers utiliz-
ing tractor pushers during the load cycle for additional 
horsepower and traction. 
These scraper and pusher units, though expensive, 
are the heart of the overburden removal system. They 
must handle large tonnages quickly and efficiently. 
Since time is of paramount importance, any breakdown or 
delay in the scraper operation causes the entire project 
to surfer a setback. The whole project must be operated 
erficiently and consequently the scraper utilization 
should be the strongest link in the chain or overburden 
removal. 
Queue time at both the loading and dumping points 
is the chier cause ror delays in the scraper cycle. 
Figure 1 schematically represents the scraper cycle. 
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The loading time or a scraper is in some instances 
greater than the haulage time or the scraper rrom the 
load point to the dump point. This phenomenon usually 
creates inherent queues both at the load and dump points. 
Although it is near to impossible to economically elimi-
nate queueing altogether, it can be brought to a minimum 
and thus increase the erriciency or overburden removal 
and maintain or decrease the cost per unit or material 
handled. 
This paper describes a simulation model developed 
to analyze scraper-pusher utilization in open pit mining 
systems. The mining simulator discussed here was devel-
oped as a tool to aid management in evaluating alter-
native open pit haulage schemes and to reduce the risk 
involved in the selection or equipment in open pit mining 
operations. 
There are two simulators rererred to in this paper. 
The rirst is the scraper simulator which describes the 
behavior or the rubber-tired tractor-scraper travel time 
over a given course. The second simulator is a system 
simulator which pertains to the entire overburden 
removal operation (system). As a necessary portion or 
the system simulator, the scraper simulator is treated 
as a subroutine in the computer program. 
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It may sometimes be benericial to management to 
know when new or additional equipment may be needed and 
what ar~ect this change may have on the system in part 
and as a whole. Where a large number or alternatives 
must be investigated prior to arriving at a rinal 
decision regarding materials handling problems, computer 
application may be round especially useful. It is ror 
this reason that a computer simulation program or the 
type described in this paper is necessary and important. 
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Some constructors are of the opinion that in order 
to maximize production, every haulage vehicle must be 
loaded to and in many cases past its maximum rated load 
capability. Besides being a false assumption, this 
constant overloading of a haulage vehicle not only 
increases the haul time but also increases the wear on 
the mechanical parts of a vehicle obviously designed for 
a specific maximum rated load. Machinery breakdown causes 
excessive maintenance costs, reduced availability of the 
machine and lower mine production. 
The volume of material loaded by a scraper is 
dependent on the length of the loading time. Theoreti-
cally, maximum production and minimum cost occur when the 
loading time is adjusted to yield zero waiting time for 
both the scrapers and the pushers, or at that loading time 
which minimizes the waiting times. 
The haulage system considered in this study is that 
of a single loading point and a single dumping point. 
The haul road and the return road of the system may be 
one and the same or they may be separate. In either case, 
the haul and return roads must be described by segments 
of several constant characteristics throughout each seg-
ment. These characteristics are length, grade, rolling 
resistance, and maximum allowable velocity. 
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It is assumed that the scrapers empty their payloads 
into a hopper or some similar racility. The material is 
then removed .from the racility by truck or conveyor in 
such a manner that no delay is caused in the system. It 
is rurther assumed that the dump time is constant regard-
less of' the load size being dumped. The computer simul-
ator allows management to view the entire overburden 
removal system arter each scraper has been loaded. Manag 
ment has the opportunity to observe such system character 
istics as queue length at the load point, queue length at 
the dump point, scraper type loaded, pusher type used .for 
loading, load time, payload, haul time, total tonnage 
loaded at time t, total tonnage dumped at time t, and the 
total accumulated shirt time. 
RELATED STUDIES 
In recent years operations research techniques have 
played an ever increasing role in problem a.pproach a.nd 
solution in the mining industry. With the increased 
complexity of today 1 s open pit mining, mine management 
has turned to computers for the quick and efficient 
problem-solving techniques. Of the many operations 
research techniques, computer simulation and queuing 
theory have gained important recognition by mine manage-
ment as tools to help solve mining problems of a cyclic 
8 
nature (Van Voorhis, Ware). 
Computers have been used to aid management in the 
area of open pit mine design (O'Brien and Nowak), reserve 
estimation, and material handling. In 1964, an article 
by Madge-Z/ described the computer simulation of' truck 
movement in an open pit mine operation consisting of two 
pits symmetrically located with respect to the concan-
trator site. The purpose of' the simulation was to help 
determine fleet requirements and to examine the effects 
of' alternate ore removal procedures at the pits. In 
1963, Eisen and Tainite~/ discussed queuing processes 
with two mean arrival and service rates in which the units 
arrived at random and required varying amounts of service. 
They obtained analytical expressions :for generating aver-
age queue length and average waiting time. 
In 1966, O'Neill9 / presented a stochastic approach 
to the open pit material handling problem. This model 
simulated more complex systems than previous models by 
considering transportation of material from multiple mine 
faces to multiple mine destinations and by being adaptable 
to a wide variety of mine designs. However, as in pre-
vious simulation attempts, random number generation was 
utilized to determine the value of a random variable 
through the use of either a probability distribution 
function or a cumulative frequency polygon plot of the 
particular element. 
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Probability distribution .functions a.nd cumulative 
.frequency polygons are necessarily obtained from time 
studies of existing operations or from reasonably accur-
ate predictions based on similar operations under similar 
conditions. Since the program presented in this paper 
was developed to aid management in the evaluation of 
either an existing mine operation or a proposed mine 
operation, an attempt was made to divorce the computer 
logic from complete dependence on time studies of exist-
ing operations. Another important characteristic of this 
study is the method by which the loading time and queue 
lengths are controlled. The scraper loading time is 
adjusted to maximize production while minimizing cost. 
Not only is the load time dependent on the queue lengths 
at both the load and dump facilities, but also on the 
estimated haul time of the scraper being loaded. 
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II. SCRAPER SIMULATOR 
TiillORY AND ASSffi1PTIONS 
In order to make an overburden removal system study 
meaningrul~ it was necessary to develop a computer 
simulation program ror the purpose or calculating the 
haul time and return time ror a given vehicle on a given 
course. Discussion in this chapter is devoted to the 
development or such a program based on a similar errort 
by Caterpillar Tractor Company entitled~ "Travel Time 
And Earthmoving Production Program." The principal use 
or the scraper simulation program is to predict the per-
rormance or the various scraper types used in conjunction 
with a given mining plan. The calculated travel times 
are the maximum potential or the scraper since vehicle 
interrerence~ mechanical reliability, and operator erri-
ciency are not considered in the program. However~ an 
allowance is made in the system simulation program enabl-
ing management to apply an erriciency correction ractor 
to the calculated travel times. The following discussion 
includes the needed input inrorrnation ror both the scraper 
and the course to be traveled including the various 
assumptions used in the scraper simulator. 
At any given velocity~ the net .force avaj_lable .for 
acceleration is the difference between the rirnpull (that 
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.force made available .for motion a.t the wbeel rim) and the 
motion resistance. The acceleration at any instant then 
becomes the net .force divided by the total scraper mass. 
This scraper acceleration applied over a suitably small 
time increment, .3 to 3 seconds, increases the stored 
values o.f velocity, distance traveled, and elapsed time. 
The acceleration is recalculated at the new velocity and 
the process is repeated until the course is completed. 
This process produces the time necessary to travel either 
the haul or return portion o.f the course. The travel 
time is also influenced by the shifting time. However, 
the computer program only considers powershift vehicles 
and regards the resulting shi.ft time between gears as 
negligible. 
Braking is usually required at the end of the haul 
road or return road or i.f it is necessary .for the scraper 
to slow down due to sharp turns, narrow roadways, rough 
ground, or possible speed restrictions in the next road 
segment. The rate o.f braking depends largely on vehicle 
limitations and operator com.fort. DeVahl (1960) estimates 
that operator discomfort is realized at a deceleration 
rate o.f 8-12 ft/sec 2 • It was assumed in this program that 
the rate o.f deceleration will not exceed 7 .ft/sec2 • 
When braking is to occur on a road segment with zero 
12 
or positive motion resistance (grade plus rolling), the 
deceleration rate will be 7 rt/sec2 • However, on a road 
segment with a negative total motion resistance nn adjust-
ment in the braking capability must be introduced. As the 
negative slope of a road segment increases there is less 
traction available to the scraper for braking. To adjust 
for this loss in traction the deceleration rate was de-
creased linearly with an increase in negative total motion 
resistance (Figure 2). It was assumed that the braking 
ability of the scraper would be zero at a total negative 
resistance of minus 35 percent. Therefore, a scraper 
would not be able to slow itself down on a road segment 
with a total negative resistance equal to or greater than 
minus 35 percent. This is somewhat of a conservative 
estimate since a scraper could be $lowed down on steeper 
grades with good brakes, good traction and experienced 
operator control. However, it was felt that the operator 
should have to do no more than to drag the scraper bowl 
as an extra braking effort on very steep grades. 
At the end of each small time increment in the 
scraper simulator, a check is made to determine if braking 
should begin. The point at which braking is to begin is 
influenced by the speed restrictions of the next segment 
or at the end of the course. At the point where braking is 
to begin the scraper is slowed down to its intended speed. 
-30 
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Hhen a scraper or any vehicle is accelerated lineal"ly 
the rotary parts must also be accelerated in rotation. 
This rotary acceleration requires an additional rorce or 
energy than that needed ror mere linear acceleration. The 
force needed to accelerate a body linearly is described by: 
F = HA where: F - force 
r-1 - mass 
A - acceleration 
The force needed to accelerate a body in rotation is 
siven by: 
T - Ia where: T- torque, 
I - moment of inertia about 
the rotational axis, and 
a = angular acceleration. 
The torque applied to a flywheel is greater than the 
torque delivered .from the .flywheel. This dif.ference in 
torque is that force necessary to develop the angular 
acceleration of the .flywheel. This dir.ference in torque 
is proportional to the flywheel inertia and its radial 
acceleration. In effect, this means that the force de-
livered to the ground by the wheels of a vehicle is less 
than the steady state force at any given speed. Under-
standibly, in lower gears this effect is more pronounced. 
In some cases the actual force delivered to the ground 
can be less than one-half the steady state force. In 
hisher gears, the effect is rapidly lessened and the 
overall acceleration is not drastically arfected. How-
ever, consideration of rotary mass will yield more 
15 
accurate acceleration and travel time calculations. 
In the computer progrrun this loss of available 
acceleration is accounted ror by adding a correction 
ractor to the mass or the scraper and assuming that the 
rorce required ror acceleration remains equal to the 
steady state rimpull. In the standard motion equation 
(F = MA), an increase in the errective mass while assu~ing 
constant rorce (rimpull) results in a decrease in available 
acceleration. 
The mass correction ractor (M.C.F.) varies with the 
type or drive whether it be mechanical, torque converter, 
or electrical and with the gear reduction between the 
rotating mass and the wheel. This M.C.F. varies as the 
square or the gear reduction. 
Although the M.C.F. varies with machine t)~e, its 
variation is considered negligible. The graph in Figure 
3, made available by Caterpillar Tractor Company, shows 
the relationship or the M.C.F. with various top speeds in 
selected gears and ror the various types or drive mechan-
isms. An M.C.F. will be required ror each or the rorward 
gears or a scraper. It is assumed that the rotary inertia 
or scraper wheels and tires will never allow the M.C.F. 
to drop below an approximate value or .05. For illustra-
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The forces that offer resistance to motion must also 
be taken into consideration. The computer program regards 
three forces as significant -grade resistance, air re-
sistance, and tire-ground resistance. Since these ~otion 
resistances are dependent on scraper size they may be 
expressed in percent of gross scraper weight or in pounds 
per ton of scraper weight. 
Tire-ground resistance and air resistance vary with 
speed. Tire-ground resistance increases only slightly 
with speed while air resistance increases as the square 
of the speed. However, air resistance is very small at 
lo1.'ler speeds and does not ·have a lar,~e affect until a 
vehicle reaches speeds greater than 40 miles per hour. 
Therefore, it is easier to combine air resistance and 
tire-ground resistance into one rolling resistance, since 
18 
scraper speeds generally never exceed 40 miles per hour. 
In tests run by Caterpillar Tractor Company, it was ~ound 
that rolling resistance could be expected to increase .025 
percent/NPH, or 1.0 percent over the 0-40 MPH speed range. 
However, ~or speeds in excess o~ 40 ~PH this linear rela-
tionship would not hold true due to the signiricant in-
crease in air resistance. 
It becomes necessary to de~ine the rolling resistance 
at a given speed. In 1962, Caterpillar Tractor Company 
conducted tests to establish such a relationship. A Cat 
631B tractor scraper with rated load was selected as the 
base machine and the top speeds ~or various levels o~ 
ground-tire resistance were established. The test showed 
that although the accepted ground-tire resistance describ-
ing the particular ground condition tested was 2 percent, 
the actual resistance including air resistance was only 
1.25 percent at zero MPH; while at 40 MPH it was 2.25 per-
cent. It was ~ound that the ground-tire resistance versus 
rolling resistance at 0 NPH could be described by the 
~allowing equation: 
RR0 = 1.075 x RRg-t -.90% 
where: RR0 - Rolling Resistance at 0 MPH (~) 
RRg-t = Ground-Tire Rolling Resistance (%) 
In the computer program, the rolling resistance at 0 
HPH is assumed equal to too ground-tire resistance ror any 
RR t ) 12%. In ef'f'ect, this means that a vehicle g-
capable of' traveling 40 KPH will have to overcome a 
19 
greater resistance than a linear interpolation f'rom the 
resistance at 30 MPH. The increased ef'f'ect of' air 
resistance at higher speeds is in this way aptly accounted 
f'or. 
The grade of' each road segment is to be given in 
percent. The grade resistance is the sine of' the grade 
angle and is calculated by the computer. 
The computer program calculates acceleration under 
maxi.mum horsepower until the scraper reaches its maximum 
velocity and the scraper then travels the remaining por-
tion or the segment at that maximum velocity. However, 
if' management reels that the scraper should not exceed 
certain speeds in certain segments, provision is made 
for such control. Management may limit scraper speed ror 
such reasons as: saf'ety, narrow roadways, sharp turns, 
road intersections, and steep gra.des. If' the computer 
f'inds that the scraper can travel f'aster than manage-
ment's limiting velocity in the next segment, it will 
decelerate properly, enabling it to enter the next seg-
ment at the limited speed. 
LOGIC DEVELOPMENT 
The scraper simulator concerns itself' primarily with 
the haul road and the return road travel times. Scraper 
20 
loading and dumping times are controlled by the system 
simulator, the input or which consists of all scraper 
and course characteristics. The scraper simulator is 
referred to in the system simulator as subroutine snr::. 
After the proper data have been entered, the scraper 
simulator will approximate the most efficient travel of 
this specific machine over the given haul and return 
courses. The scraper simulator was incorporated into 
the system simulator as a subroutine since management may 
elect to compare production and cost results with more 
than one type of scraper in the proposed rleet. All 
scra.pers or one type are thererore expected to perrorm 
similarly. However, this is usually the exception to the 
rule because of differences in driver abilities, machine 
wear, etc. Subsequently, an efficiency factor, to be 
determined by management, is incorporated into the pro-
gram which may increa.se the expected scraper travel times 
to more realistic values. 
The logic used in the scraper simulator can best be 
understood through the use of a logic flow chart 
(Figure 4). Various comment statements ha.ve been placed 
in the computer program to help persons with little pro-
gramming experience understand the program logic. Hhen 
braking is to occur, the value of deceleration is 
calculated in subroutine RETARD. 
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FIGURE 4- SCRAPER SiMULATOR LOGIC FLOW CHART 
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APPLICATIONS 
The scraper simulator was used as a separate program 
to help determine a relationship between payload and haul 
time. It was round that ror short hauls oi ravorable 
grade the haul time varied only slightly over a wide range 
oi payloads. However, ii the haul course is somewhat 
lengthy or adverse grades are encountered (both or which 
are common in open pit mining), then a derinite relation-
ship is detected between payload and haul time. Figure 
5 shows such a relationship ror the haul course described. 
Although the relationship is not linear, little error is 
encountered ir linearity is assumed. For example, using 
the two extreme payloads and their respective haul times 
as the two points to establish the linear relation, it is 
apparent that the estimated haul time at a payload oi 
120,000 pounds is 1.758 minutes, whereas the calculated 
haul time at the same payload is 1.750 minutes. The 
relative error is thus: 
1.758 - 1.750 
1.750 
X 10o1a = 0.458% 
Since this error is small with respect to the cal-
culated haul time it is considered negligible, thus a 
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FIGURE 5 - 641 TRACTOR SCRAPER PAYLOAD 
vs. HAUL TIME 
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The scraper simulator is so designed in the computer 
program that a relationship between payload and haul time 
is established for each different type of scraper com-
prising the overburden removal fleet. Using this relation-
ship, the proper haul time may be estimated for any scraper 
payload over the given course. 
Table 2 shows the output listed from the scraper 
simulator. A more detailed output on the scraper and 
course is available to management by simply incorporating 
the appropria,te printout statements in the scraper simu-
lator. For this reason several input variables that have 
not been utilized are available for output. Table 3 lists 
these variables and indicates whether they are optional or 
necessary as input. 
TABLE 2 
Typical Scraper Simulator 
Output Listing 
TRACTOR SCRAPER TYPE - 641 
PAYLOAD - 114000 POU1~S 
TOTAL HAUL TIJ\JE - .84 NINUTES 
TOTAL RETURN TIME - 1.49 MINUTES 


































(0) - Optional As Input 
(N) - Necessary As Input 
Description 
Available ror scraper or course 
identirication. (A rormat) 
Represents shirting velocities or 
scrapers. 
Represents rotating mass constants 
ror corresponding shirting 
velocities. 
Represents velocity increments 
obtained rrom rimpull chart. 
Represents values or rimpull cor-
responding to those velocities in 
VEL. 
Represents empty scraper weight. 
Represents scraper horsepower. 
Represents scraper payload used in 
haul time calculations. 
Represents the rixed time in scraper 
cycle - expected cycle time less 
haul and return time. 




Some of the input data are optional for the scraper 
simulator and may be left blank. Since a relationship 
between payload and haul time is established through the 
use of subroutine SIM (a listing of subroutine SIN appears 
in Appendix C), it necessarily must calculate the haul 
time at, first, the minimum scraper payload, and then at 
the maximum scraper payload. Thus certain data must be 
entered twice as is shown below. 
The following is a discussion of the data required 
by the scraper simulator. Data listed are data used in 
the example system evaluated in Appendix B. Four format 
statements are available for data input; the appropriate 
format is identified after the input variable. The four 
formats are: 




( 4) 215, 2F5. 0 
Data Input 1: This variable represents scraper or 
course identification or any alphameric 
identification desired, the length of which 
may not exceed 72 characters, for example: 
XI DENT (1) 
jExarnple System Evaluation 
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Data Input 2: The various velocities at which shi.fting 
occurs are represented by this variable. 
Data Input 3: Contains the rotating mass constants .for 
the above corresponding velocities. 
Data Input 4: The velocity coordinates or the rimpull 
curve. 
VEL (3 
0.18 1.27 1.82 2.42 3.09 3.46 3.70 4.19 
4.73 4.92 5.17 5.56 6.68 7.94 8.48 9.61 
10.86 11.86 13.72 16.51 19.61 20.95 23.73 26.31 
28.89 30.65 
Data Input 5: The rimpull coordinates or the rimpull 
curve. 
RIMP (3) 
112384 81569 64711 47974 45529 42072 35717 34519 
31233 28666 22977 20910 20344 18338 15568 15045 
13613 10015 8463 8234 7422 6301 6090 571:3 
4614 0 
Data Input 6: The number or di.fferent types o.f scrapers. 
NRUN (4) 
I 2 I 
Data Input 7: The empty weight or the scraper, the 
scraper horsepower, the minimum scraper pay-









Data Input 8: The number o.f payloads the computer will 
be required to consider .for each scraper type, 
usually 2. 
NCORSE (4) 
l 2 I 
Data Input 9: The haul road code number identi.fication 
(haul road - O, return road - 1) is represented 
by IBAUL; the number o.f segments in the haul 
road, i.f IHAUL is 0 or the number o.f segments 
in the return road, i.f IHAUL is l, is represented 
by NSEGH; the scraper .fixed time in the cycle is 
represented by FIXT; the bench density o.f the 
material being removed is represented by BD. 
IHAUL 
I o I 
NSEGH 
I 4 1 
FIXT 
I I 
BD ( 4) 
Data Input 10: The characteristics o.f each segment; the 
distance in .feet (DIST), the grade in percent 






~% = 2011/to~ (RRES), and the speed restriction 
.for the segment, i.f any ( VHAX). 
GRADE RRES VHAX ( 2) 
-6.0 2.0 
-4.0 2.0 30.0 
-4.0 2.0 30.0 
1.0 2.0 
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Data Input 11: The initial velocity o~ the scraper as 
it enters the road being considered and its 
final velocity at the end of the road in MPH. 
vo 
1 5.o I VF t 5 .o 1 (2) 
Data Input 12-14: These data are a repetition of data 
input 9-11 for the return course. 
IHAUL 











1 5.o 1 
NSEGH 























Data Input 15-22: These data are a repetition of data 
input 7-14 for the maximum scraper payload. 
SCRP\VT 
I 98ooo I 
NCORSE 
I 2 I 
IHAUL 







I 500 I 
NSEGH 


































































Data. Input 7-22 are herea~ter repeated ~or each type o~ 
scraper in the ~leet. It is recommended that the haul 
road data be considered previous to the return course 
~or reasons o~ clarity, although the computer program 
is prepared to handle either situation. 
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III. SYSTEH SD1ULATOR 
TrillORY AND ASSUMPTIONS 
The approach used in the system simulator is not one 
involving complicated theoretical mathematics, but rather 
a logical engineering approach that is more practical than 
theoretical in nature. rr a stochastic approach were 
utilized where random number generation would be employed 
to approximate loading times, travel times, dump times, 
etc., it would become necessary to have frequency distri-
butions available or predictable for the various scraper-
pusher actions and interactions. An approach of this type 
seems somewhat questionable since time studies of the 
existing overburden removal system would be necessary for 
the purpose or obtaining the frequency distributions. Any 
proposed change in the overburden removal fleet or course 
make-up would have a direct effect on the various fre-
quency distributions. rr these effects are reasonably 
predictable, then a stochastic approach of this type might 
be applicable. However, an approach which is independent 
or time studies from the existing operation would seem 
more desirable, advantageous, and e.fficient. Such is the 
case in the system simulator presented in this chapter. 
Not only must the simulator properly represent the 
system, but it must also attempt to minimize the queuing 
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time at the load and du.."Y..p f'acilities. Theoretically, 
queue minimization may mean increased production result-
ing in a lower cost per unit of material handled. In the 
case in question, queue minimization may be accomplished 
by varying the time a scraper spends in one or more of its 
system f'acilities (loading, dumping, travel time). This 
computer prograrn controls the queue length by operating 
on only one of' the system f'acilities, i.e., the loading 
cycle. 
It is logical that the queue at the loading point 
may be brought to zero if' the loading time of' each scraper 
in an existing loading point queue is adjusted so that the 
next scraper to a.rrive a.nd those thereaf'ter may be loaded 
immediately upon arrival. However, this solution is not 
without its consequences. For example, scraper payload 
is proportional to load time and scraper arrival times 
may be distributed such that several scra.pers are only 
allowed to be loaded to 25 percent of' their rated capacity. 
This is not only impractj_cal but the cost per unit of' 
material handled rises prohibitively. 
Obviously, there should be some minimum acceptable 
loading time designated. A good rule of' thumb is to use 
the time required f' or the pusher to return to the load 
point af'ter loading. The computer program in Appendix C 
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uses a minimum load time or 0.4 minute. The graph in 
Figure 6 shows the load growth curves .for a Caterpillar 
641 tractor scraper using various combinations of' D9G 
pushers ror additional power and traction. This rela-
tionship of' payload versus loading time indicates that 
as the load time increases the corresponding percent 
increase in payload decreases signi.ficantly. It then 
becomes quite apparent that some maximum load time should 
be established .for each scraper-pusher combination. 
Again, the designation or a maximllr.J load time is 
le.ft to management, however, due to the increased main-
tenance costs imposed by scraper wear and tear, the pay-
load at the maximum load time should not greatly exceed 
the maximum rated scraper capacity. The c ornputer progran1 
uses a maximum load time of' 1.2 minutes .for the 2-D9G and 
3-D9G pusher in combination with the 641 tractor scraper. 
Therefore, the load time of' the Cat 641 tractor scraper 
is bounded by a minimum and a maximum load time: 
0.4 <load time (minutes) ( 1.2 
The scraper cycle considered in this paper is as-
sumed to have a single load and single dump .facility. 
The system is .further restricted that two scrapers may 
not be loaded or unloaded simultaneously. If' more than 
one scraper is in queue at the load .facility, the .first 



























































































































scraper may enter. Control of the dump facility is 
handled in the same manner. 
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Since the mechanics involved in dumping a scraper 
payload into a hopper are similar with average variations 
in the size of the payload, the dump time is considered 
to be constant. The computer program for the example 
system uses a dump time of 0.38 minute. It is further 
assumed that the dump facility can be emptied at a. rate 
which permits scrapers to unload without danger of over-
loading the hopper. 
Shift time is assumed to be a normal eight-hour 
shif't and costs a.re computed on an eight-hour basis. 
However, production is calculated on a six-hour working 
day. In other words, the system simulator describes the 
production achieved in a continuous six-hour period. 
Management must have available as input the hourly 
m-1ning and operating costs of' each type of scraper and 
pusher used in the overburden removal fleet. Hourly 
m·ming and operating costs are handled in this manner 
since management may elect to consider various overhead 
costs in addition to the depreciation, interest, insur-




In many open pit mining operations the haul and 
return roads o:ften have blind turns or are necessarily 
narrow. Because of' these possible dangers the computer 
program restricts the scrapers such that they are not 
allowed to pass one another. 
Figure 7 shows the typical pusher cycle. The return 
time in the pusher cycle is de:fined as that amount of' time 
necessary :for the pusher to turn around a:fter loading is 
completed, return to the entrance to the loading :facility 
and maneuver into position ready to load the next scraper 
to arrive. For computer sirnpli:fication, the pusher turn 
around time a:fter loading is assumed to be 0.15 minute. 
The return time is obviously dependent on the load time 
because of' the di:f:ference in distance traveled and it is 
assumed to be 0.4 of' the load time. Naneuver time at the 
entrance to the load :facility is considered to be 0.10 
minute. For example, a load time of' 1.0 minute would 
result in a pusher cycle time of' 1.65 minutes: 
PCT = LT + 0.4xLT + TT + NT 
PCT - 1.0 + 0.4xl.O + 0.15 + 0.10 
PCT - 1.65 minutes 
where: PCT 
-
Pusher Cycle Time 
LT - Load Time 
TT 
-
Turn Around Time 
1'1T - Maneuver Time 
( 6 40 
o~ 
b. - pusher 











In addition to the minimum and maximum restrictions 
on the scraper load time one other important controlling 
f'actor is to be considered. If' a. loaded scraper must 
queue a.t the dump point, it should be loaded to its 
maximum. In other words, if' a scraper must wait to dump 
whether it was loaded i'or the minimum load time or maxi-
mum load time, it then should be required to be loaded 
the ma.ximmn allovrable time. The load time is dependent 
on the queues at both the load and dump facilities and 
the. course position of' the next scraper to arrive at the 
load point. 
Since haul time is a fUnction of' payload and since 
the payload is a £'unction of' load time, the system 
simulator, af'ter calculating a load time, will then 
determine if the scraper must wait in queue at the dUillp 
facility. If' the scra.per must wait, the load time is 
increased by .05 minute, a new payload is calculated, the 
haul time is adjusted and a check is made to determine if' 
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the scraper must queue again. This process is repeated 
until it is round that either the scraper will not have 
to wait at the dump or that the maximum allo"Hable loading 
time has been reached. This added control is necessary 
since it is desirable to have the cost or an unavoidable 
delay distributed over as much tonnage as possible. Ir a 
scraper must queue at the dump~ it may as well wait with 
as large a payload as possible. 
The load growth curves~ an example or which appears 
in Figure 6, are an important element of this study. 
Data points along each curve are stored in a three dimen-
sional array in the computer program. A payload may then 
be calculated arter determining the scraper type loaded~ 
the pusher type~ and the load time. A set or load growth 
curves are needed ror each dirrerent type of soil en-
countered. For this reason~ two arrays (LGCl and LGC2) 
are available in the computer program to cope with a min-
ing situation involving two soil types. If the load 
growth curves are not available rrom the scraper manu-
racturer~ onsite rield tests are required. Investigation 
is currently in process at the University or Missouri -
Rolla to help predict load growth curves with relationship 
to various soil characteristics. 
The positions or all vehicles in the system are 
recorded on a time basis. All vehicles are advanced by 
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time increments calculated by the computer. For example, 
i~ the expected haul time o~ a scraper is 0.84 minute, 
that scraper is assumed to be in the haul road until 0.84 
minute have elapsed at which time the scraper is regarded 
as being in the queue at the dump point. The time-posi-
tions o~ all scrapers in the system simulation are 
recorded through the use o~ a doubly subscripted array in 
the computer program: 
VEHTIH(I,K) 
where ~or the haul road I - 1 
K - l, Number o~ scrapers 
in road 
and ~or the return road I - 2 
K = l, Number o~ scrapers 
in road 
Since time is the basis o~ this study, the system 
simulator, a~ter predicting the travel times ~or each 
variety o~ scraper (subroutine SIH), will determine a 
load time ~or the .first scraper in queue at the load 
point. The corresponding payload is calculated in sub-
routine LOAD ~rom the proper load growtl: curve and the 
scraper is advanced to the beginning o~ the haul road. 
By the use o~ subroutine ADD, all scrapers are advanced 
along the course a time-distance equivalent to the load 
time. A check is then made through the use o~ subroutine 
DQDUMP to determine how ma.ny scrapers have emptied their 
loads, the tonnages dumped, and the respective positions 
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or these scrapers now in the return road. If both a 
scraper and pusher are now in queue at the load point, 
the process is repeated. However, i.f both scraper and 
pusher are not simultaneously available, a delay occurs 
equivalent to that amount o£ time necessary .for the 
availability o.f both scraper and pusher. The delay is 
charged to the proper machine and is so noted in the out-
put. This delay time is added to all vehicles in the 
course and advances them accordingly. Both a scraper and 
pusher should then be in queue at the load point; a load 
time is calculated and the process becomes iterative .for 
the duration of the shi.ft. A very general logic .flow 
chart or the system simulator appears in Figure 8. 
APPLICATIONS 
One important advantage o.f this open pit mining 
system simulator is that no time studies need be taken 
to .facilitate evaluation. Time studies are not only 
costly but they obviously must be made of an existing 
system. The system simulator requires only a proposed 
overburden removal system. Thus, the system may be 
evaluated berore construction begins 1.-litb. a responsible 
degree or accuracy. The simulator's main disadvantage is 
that load growth curves are necessary for each type of 
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available .from the scraper manu.facturer, they must be 
calculated through observation in a soil type similar to 
that at the mine site. The computer proc;rru-,1 is equi~ped 
to handle load growth curves for two types of' soil. 
Changing f'rom one soil type to another requires altering 
only one data card rather than an entire data set. 
Since the required computing time f'or this program 
is less than tHo and one-half' minutes, a quick and in-
expensive evaluation of' a proposed overburden removal 
system is possible. r-Tanagement may elect to vary such 
items as course characteristics, .fleet size and type, 
expected scraper ef'f'iciencies, and maximum scraper velo-
cities, to name a f'e1-1, while observing their respective 
ef'.fects upon production, cost per ton of overburden 
handled, and delays attributed to scrapers and pushers. 
If', during the use o.f the simulation program, an 
unexplainable error appears in the output, a built-in 
error analysis is available. By simply f'ollowing the 
directions described in the various computer listing 
comment statements, a much more detailed output is dis-
played. The error may then be located easily by f'ol-
lm·ling the computer logic using a desk calculator and 
comparing these results to those of' the computer. 
Close scrutinization of' the output listing in 
Appendix C will testify to the f'act that the system will 
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stabilize to a constant repetitious cycle arter several 
loadings take place (Table 4). Each cycle will indicate 
the proposed load times ror various scraper-pusher 
combinations depending on the queue lengths at the load 
and dump racilities. These conditions may be duplicated 
in practice~ thereby assuring maximum production. It 
should also be noted that each cyclic output indicates 
the expected cycle delays attributed to scrapers or 
pushers. The System Summary in the output listing indi-
cates the total scraper and pusher delay times to aid 
management in a possible decision regarding an increase 
or decrease in rleet machinery. 
INPUT DESCRIPTION 
Although two arrays are available ror load erowth 
curve input, only one is necessary Hhen the overburden 
to be removed is of' one soil type. The example used f'or 
computer evaluation in this paper contains only one type 
of' soil - a damp sandy gravel - and as a result the f'irst 
load growth curve array (LGCl) was loaded with blanks. 
It should be noted that in entering the values f'or the 




Repetitious Characteristic System Cycle 
Queue Length Scraper Cause 
Load Dump Type Pusher Load of: Delay 
Point Point Loaded Type Time Del a~ Time 
l 1 1 l 0.88 NONE o.o 
0 0 2 2 0.60 NONE o.o 
l l 0 0 o.o SCPR 0.40 
l 0 2 l 0.40 NO~'E o.o 
l 1 0 0 o.o PUSH 0.09 
1 0 1 2 0.40 NONE o.o 
1 0 0 0 o.o PUSH 0.09 
1 1 2 1 0.51 NONE o.o 
-1 1 1 - NONE--o.o--2 0.40 
1 1 0 0 o.o PUSH 0.09 
0 1 2 1 0.89 NONE o.o 
1 0 0 0 o.o SCPR 0.40 
2 1 2 2 0.69 NONE o.o 
2 0 1 1 0.40 NONE o.o 
2 0 0 0 o.o PUSH 0.09 
1 1 2 2 0.45 NONE o.o 
1 1 0 0 o.o PUSH 0.05 
-1 1 1 1 0.4-o-NO.N5- o.o 
1 1 0 0 o.o PUSH 0.09 
0 1 2 2 0.89 NOlJ~ o.o 
1 0 0 0 o.o SCPR 0.40 
2 l 2 1 0.69 NONE o.o 
2 0 1 2 0.40 NONE o.o 
2 0 0 0 o.o PUSH 0.09 
1 1 2 1 0.45 NONE o.o 
1 1 0 0 o.o PUSH 0.05 
Note: A zero listed under scraper and pusher 
type indicates that a delay has occurred. 
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LGC2(I,J,K) ( ( (K=2,14),J=l,NPT),I=l,l\1) 
where: I represents the scraper type code 
J represents the pusher type code 
K represents the load time multiplied by 10 
M represents the number of' scraper types 
NPT represents the number oi' pusher types 
Note: Since K may have values from 2-14, the load 
time may exist between .2 and 1.4 minutes. 
The parameters of K may be increased if a 
larger load time is required. 
It is most convenient if' the scraper and pusher types 
used in the f'leet are represented by integer code numbers 
in the computer prograrn. In the exa.--nple problem Cater-
pillar 641 and 666 tractor scrapers constitute the scraper 
types and are represented by scraper code numbers 1 and 2, 
respectively. Similarly, the two pusher types 2-D9G and 
3-D9G are represented by pusher code numbers 1 and 2, 
respectively. 
The following is a discussion of the input required 
by the system simulator. Data input for the exruuple 
problem in Appendix B are listed for illustrative purposes. 
Three f'ormat statements are available for variable input; 
the applicable f'ormat is designated after the input 
variable is identified. 






7 (A4, 6X) 
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Data Input 1: The code number for the type of soil 
encountered for the system to be evaluated is 
the first input item. Values of ISOIL may be 
1 or 2 and should correspond to tte fourth 
character of the appropriate load growth curve 
name (LGCl or WC2). For example, LGC2 is 
used for the evaluation in Appendix B, there-
fore, ISOIL is represented as follows: 
ISOIL (101) I 2 J 
Data Input 2: It is necessary to know the number of 
M 
2 
different types of vehicles in the fleet as 
well as the total number of these vehicles. 
M - The number 
NH - The number 
NR - The number 
NP - The number 
NPT - The number 
NS - The number 
NSEG 
- The number 
NH NR NP 
I 3 I I 3 I I 2 I 
of scraper types 
of scrapers in the haul road 
of scrapers in return road 
of pushers 
of pusher types 
of scrapers 
of segments in haul road 
NPT NS NSEG (101) 
I 4 I I 2 I ITl 
Data Input 3: Numeric identification of the scraper types 
used; SCRTYP(I), where I=l,H are entered as 
follows: 
SCRTYP (101) I 641 666 
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Data Input 4; Numeric identification of the different 
pusher types used; PUSE(I), where I=l,NPT are 
entered as follows: 
PUSH (102) 
I2D9G I 3D9G I 
Data Input 5: The number of scrapers at the load point 
(NOSALP) and the number of scrapers at the 
dump point (NOSA.DP) at the beginning of the 
proposed shift are entered as follows: 
NOSALP 
I 3 I 
NOSADP 
I 3 I 
(101) 
Data Input 6: Code numbers of the types of scrapers in 
queue at the load point at the beginning of the 
shift represented by STYPLP(I), where I=l,NOSALF 
are entered as follows: 
STYPLP (101) I 1 I 1 2 
t First scraper in queue 
Data Input 7: Code numbers of the types of scrapers in 
queue at the dump point at the beginnir.g of the 
shif't, represented by STYPDP (I), where I=l, 
NOSADP, are entered as follows: 
STYPDP 
I 2 I 1 2 (101) 
f F'irst scraper in queue 
Data. Input 8: Code numbers of the t:y'})es of' pushers 
available at the load point represented by 
PUSHER (I), wher>e I=l,NP are entered as 
f'ollm.rs: 
PUSBER (101) 
I 1 I 2 
f First pusher in queue 
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Data Input 9: Maximum loading tirnes f'or various scraper 
types (H) and pusher types (NPT) in combination 
are represented by Jv1AXIDT (I ,K), where K=l,HPT 
and I=l,H and are entered as f'ollows: 
1'1AXLDT (100) 
ll.~ l.2 1.4 1.4 I (1,1) {1,2) (2, 1) (2, 2) ( I,K) 
Data. Input 10: The minimum load time is entered in 
hundredths of' minutes as f' ollows: 
LTJ1IN ( 101) 
I o .4 I 
Data. Input 11: The various payloads of' the loaded 
scrapers at the beginning of' the shift are 
represented by SLOAD(I) where I=l,NOSHR and 
are entered as f'ollows: 
11 ooo I 114 ooo I 114 ooo I (100) 
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Data Input 12: Payloads from load growth curves for 
various pusher-scraper combinations versus 
time (K) for soil type 1 are represented by 
LGCl(I,J,K), 1vhere K==2,14; J==l,NPT~ I==l,:t-T. 
Payloads (pounds) are entered continuously 
under Format 100 as follows: 
LGC1 (100) 
Data Input 13: Payloads from load growth curves for 
various pusher-scraper combinations versus 
time (K) for soil type 2 are represented by 
LGC2(I,J,K), where K==2,14; J==l,NPT; I==l,H. 
Payloads (pounds) are entered continuously 
under L:<'ormat 100 as follows: 
LGC2 (lOO' 
60000 80000 90000 96000 100000 103500 106000 
108000 109500 110500 111000 111500 112000 69000 
90000 101500 107000 110000 112500 114500 116000 
117000 117500 118000 118200 118400 55000 75000 
92000 104000 114000 121000 125000 128000 130500 
133000 136000 138000 140000 64000 83000 112500 
125000 130500 135000 139000 142000 145500 148000 
151000 152500 155000 
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Data Input 14: Dump time is considered constant and 
is entered in hundredths or minutes as follows: 
DU}lPT (100) 
I o.3sl 
Data Input 15: The scraper efficiency factor necessary 







is entered as a decimal: 
(100) 
16: Scraper hourly ownine; and operating costs 
COST(I) and the correspondins number of scrapers 
of each type STN(I), where I=l,g are entered as 
f'ollows in $/Hour: 
(100) 










17: Pusher hourly owning and operating costs 
f'or each pusher type PCOST(I) and the corres-
ponding number of pushers of' each type PT1\( I), 
where I=1,NPT are entered as follo"Hs in ;?/Hour: 





SUGGESTED FUTURE RESEARCH 
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This study was limited to a single dump and load 
system. In today's large open pit mining operations, pit 
design, geological restrictions, and availa.ble equipment 
have caused mine management to utilize a common dump 
facility to service several loading facilities. There-
fore, a multi-load and multi-dump situation integrated 
into a system simulation program is greatly needed. Since 
equipment operators tend to load arriving scrapers im-
mediately, consideration should be given to continuous 
loading in the load facility and an allowance for scraper 
passing when possible. 
It was assumed in this study that the dump facility 
could handle all material deposited therein. However, 
since certain unavoidable breakdowns or delays do occur in 
the removal of material from the dump facility by conveyor, 
delays in conveyor operation can seriously affect total 
production. If this latter portion of the overburden 
removal system were incorporated such that overburden 
removal could be simulated from pit to rinal destination, 
a more comprehensive system evaluation could be realized. 
Further suggestions for improvement may entail 
calculation of monthly prediction of equipment needed to 
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maintain or increase production. Design predictions of 
future course characteristics insuring maximum production 
would be invaluable. Since various costs fluctuate from 
season to season or increase steadily, it is recommended 
that computer determination and prediction of future 
equipment owning and operating costs be considered for 
future investigation. 
S li11ViAR Y 
The complexity and ever-increasing material-handling 
problems of modern da,y open pit mining create an ure;ent 
need for other than commonsense and trial-and-error 
methods :for solving mine planning problems. Hine manage-
ment needs to pass :from subjective to objective decision 
making. Various operations research techniques are avail-
able to management explicitly for this purpose. However, 
many o:f these techniques are theoretical in natur-e rather 
than practical. For this reason, an attempt was made to 
provide mine administration with a practical computer 
simulation program as a tool :for enabling evaluation of 
existing or proposed overburden removal systems. 
Although a specific system was evaluated, the com-
puter program prepared is of a e;eneral nature :for the 
purpose of making a more versatile and practical program 
available to industry. The program is general enough to 
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handle any single load, single dump open pit mining 
operation. The model provides several areas or system 
improvement investigation - scraper delay time, pusher 
delay time, production, and cost per ton or material 
handled. 
Results of' such a simulation evaluation would give 
management a sound basis on which to plan rurther ex-
pansion and development. Computer simulation provides 
rast, inexpensive plan evaluations otherwise unattainable. 
F'ortran IV was the language chosen for the simulation 
proc;ram since this is the computer languase most i-videly 
U11derstood by today' s mining engineers and because of its 
simplicity and adaptability to current engineering eval-
uation techniques. The program as listed in Appendix C 
operates on the IBH system 360, model 50 computer, 
operating system Fortran G level. 
APPENDIX A 
SDWLATION PROGRAH VARIABLES 




ACC:SL The calculated acceleration of the cor-
rected scraper mass. 




the calculated scraper travel times ~or the 
haul (K=l) and return (K=2) roads ~or each 
scraper type (N). 
Average load-point queue lenc;th. 
Averac;e dump-point queue length. 
Bench density of material to be handled. 
Scraper deceleration rate 0 ft/sec'-'. 
COST(I) (I=l,r-1) - Hourly oHninc; and operating cost of 
each scraper type (~). 
D Total distance traveled to the end of an 
acceleration increment. 
DD Total distance traveled to the beginning 
of an acceleration increment. 
DBHAKE Total segment distance traveled during 
braking. 
DELAY Indicates the cause of delay (scraper, 
pusher, none). 
DEL..~Y'l' Cumulative delay time. 
DELTA Time increment of scraper acceleration. 
DIST(I) LenGth of each course se~ment in feet. 














Constant dumping time in minutes. 
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Scraper erriciency factor in decimal rorm. 
The fixed time of the scraper cycle in 
minutes. 
The grade or each course segment in percent. 
Scraper haul time. 
The expected haul time of the scraper just 
loaded. 
The scraper haul time at maximum pa.yload. 
The scraper haul time at minimum payload. 
The gear in which the scraper is traveling. 
Indica.tes the road in which the scraper is 
operating. Haul road (0), Return road (1). 
Indicates the soil type correspondint:: to 
the proper load gro-vrth curve. 
LGCl(I,J,K) (((K=2,14),J=l,NP~),I=l,H)- The payload 
corresponding to the proper scraper-pusher 
combination (I,J) at the calculated load 
time (K) for soil type 1. 
IGC2(I,J,K) (((K=2,14),J=l,NPT),I=l,T•1) -The payload 
corresponding to the proper scraper-pusher 
combination (I,J) at the calculated load 
time (K) for soil type 2. 
M The number of scraper types. 
5? 
VAHIABL:S DESCRIPTION 
NAXLDT(I,K) ((K=l,NPT),I=l,H) -The maximum load ti:r1e 














The number of' scrapers in the haul road 
at the beginning of' the shif't. 
The number of' scrapers in the return road 
at the beginning of' the shif't. 
The total number of' pushers in the f'leet. 
The total number of' scrapers in the f'leet. 
The number of' pushers in queue at the load 
point. 
The number of' pusher types in the f'leet. 
The number of' scraper types in the f'leet. 
The number of' course segments in the road 
under consideration. 
The number of scrapers in the haul road 
at the beginninc, of the shift. 
The number of' scrapers in the return road 
at the beginning of' the shif't. 
The number of' scrapers in queue at the 
load point. 
The number of scrapers in queue at the 
dump point. 
The scraper payload determined f'rom the 





















The total segment rolling resistance. 
'rhe number of each pusher type in the .fleet. 
The shift production. 
Indicates the identification of each pusher 
type. 
Indicates the pusher type used for each 
scraper loading. 
The CQmulative tonnage loaded. 
The minimum acceptable load time. 
The hourly owning and operating costs of 
each pusher type. 
The time control variable used in the pusher 
cycle for each pusher type. 
Total production cost. 
Represents the order in which the pushers 
queue. 
The total number of scrapers loaded during 
shift. 
Cumulative queue length at the load point. 
Cumulative queue length at the dump point. 
Scraper return time. 
The rimpull at the present scraper velocity. 














The rotating mass constant at the present 
scraper velocity and gear. 
The course segment rolling resistance in 
percent. 
The total course segment resistive rorce. 
The interpolation .factor ror the load 
growth curve. 
The number or each tJ?e of scraper in ~leet. 
The various shirting speeds or the scraper. 
Represents the payloads or the scrapers in 
the haul road. 
The empty scraper weight. 
The scraper horsepmver. 
The scraper payload .for determining the 
expected travel times. 





travel times for each scraper type. 
The identi.fication of each scraper type. 
Indicates the order of the scraapers in 
the haul road. 
Indicates tte order of the scrapers in 
the return road. 
Indicates the order of the scraapers in 





















Indicates the order of the scrapers in 
queue at the dump point. 
Total elapsed time after acceleration. 
Total elapsed time before acceleration. 
Total time in the haul road. 
Total time in the return road. 
Total accumulative travel time in each 
course segment. 
The top velocity attained in each course 
segment. 
Total cruuulative shirt time. 
The calculated load time. 
The calculated delay time caused by either 
scraper or pusher. 
Time control variable in pusher cycle. 
The total owning and operating costs for 
all vehicles in the fleet. 
The total scraper weight including any 
payload. 
Represents the top scraper velocity during 
each course segment simulation. 
Represents the cumulative tonnage dumped 
during shift. 











The final scraper velocity for the road 
under consideration. 
Scraper velocity after acceleration. 
The scraper shift ins ve loci ties. 
The scraper speed restriction for each 
course segment. 
The scraper velocity as it finishes each 
segment. 
Represents the final scraper velocity on 
the course segment under consideration. 
The calculated scraper mass after correct-
ing for rotating mass. 
VB4AC The scraper velocity before acceleration. 
VEHTil·HI,K) - The array used to control the time-
positions of each scraper in the haul road 







The maximum allowable course segment 
velocity calculated by the computer. 
c~~ulative delay time. 
Cumulative delay time caused by pusher. 
Total cumulative delay time caused by 
scraper. 
Represents scraper or course identification. 
Represents the slope of the payload-haul 
time curve for each scraper type. 
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APPENDIX B 





























































































Fieure 9 shows the course configuration and char-
acteristics to be evaluated. It is assumed f'or illus-
trative purposes that mine management wishes to utilize 
Caterpillar tractor scraper types 641 and 666, a.nd also 
pusher types 2-D9G and 3-D9G. 
Management has elected to evaluate their current 
system for possible improvements i.n fleet size and type. 
The computer program in Appendix C was utilized to eval-
uate the effects of several fleet combinations on the 
system. The results of the evaluation study are listed 
on the following pages. 
The initial overburden removal system was assumed 
to contain the following vehicles: 
VEHICLE TYPE NUMBER IN FLEET 
Scraper 641 2 
Scraper 666 3 
Pusher 2-D9G 1 
Pusher 3-D9G 1 
Examination of the various system summaries indicates 
that the existinB production was 29255 tons per shift at 
a cost of' $ 0.05856 per ton. However, the production is 
increased to 36195 tons per shift at a cost of' $ 0.05345 
per ton when another 641 scraper is added to the system. 
Further changes in the fleet may increase the production, 
however, the evaluation indicates that tb.e cost per ton 
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increases to an undesirable level. Management feels 
that their construction deadline can be suitably obtained 
with a production of 36195 tons per shift, therefore, the 
optimum fleet size and type is: 
VEHICLE TY:PE HUI·1BER I~; FLEET 
Scraper 641 3 
Scraper 666 3 
Pusher 2-D9G 1 
Pusher 3-D9G 1 
SYSTEM SU}1l'L~HY 
VEHICLE TYPE lJUI<BER IE FLEET 
Scraper 641 2 
Scraper 666 2 
Pusher 2-D9G 1 
rusher 3-D9G 1 
PRODUOTION - 19385 TGNS IZR SHIFT 
OCST FER TON - $ 0.07135 
DELAY TIHE CAUSED BY 3ClL~YEH - 132.20 I•:INUTES 
DSLAY TIKE CAUSED BY FUSE3R 7.79 HINUTES 
TOTAL DELAY TL-::.:; 
- 139.99 I,~I::T.JT ~J3 
AVERAGE LCAD FOIFT ~UEU:S L:~NJTH - 0.9 
A \l ERA.:; EJ Du:.p PCilJ"T -~UEU_~-~ LENGTH - 0.4 

















PRODUCTION - 29255 TONS PER SHIFT 
COST PER TON - $ 0.05856 
DELAY TI¥£ CAUSED BY SCRAPER - 41.6 HINUTES 
DELAY Tlli:E CAUSED BY PUSEER - 23.61 ~1INUTES 
TOTAL DELAY TD'!E - 65.21 l\!INUTES 
AVERAGE LOAD POINT QUEUE LENGTH - 1.2 
AVERAGE Dill1P POINT QUEUE LENGTH - 0.8 

















PRODUCTION - 36195 TONS PER SHIFT 
COST PER TON - $ 0.05345 
DELAY TIT·1E CAUSED BY SCRAPER - 22.4 r~J:INUTES 
DELAY TIJVJE CAUSED BY PUSHER - 13.2 NINUTES 
TOTAL DELAY TTI1E - 35.6 I1INUTES 
AVEHAGE LOAD POINT QUEUE LEl'JGTE - 1.0 
AVERAGE DUNP POINT QUEUE lENGTH - 0.7 


















PRODUCTION - 36082 TONS PER SIIIFT 
COST PER TON - $ 0. 05976 
DELAY T IHE CAUSED BY S GRAPER - 0. 0 l.\1 IN UTES 
DELAY TIME CAUSED BY PUSI-:lT~R - 4. 22 ~~INUTES 
TOTAL DELAY TH'lE - 4. 22 1'-UNUTES 
AVERAGE LOA-T) POINT QUEUE LENGTE - 1.2 
AVERAGE DUMP POINT QUEUE LENGTE - 1.1 

















PRODUCTION - 33445 TONS PER SEIFT 
COST PER TON - $ O. 7434 
DELAY TIME CAUSED BY SCRAPER - 0.0 NINUTES 
DELAY TIHE CAUSED BY PUSHER - 87.87 ~1INUTES 
AVERAGE LOAD POINT QUEUE LENGTE - 2.7 
AVERAGE DUHP POINT QtJElJE LENGTE - 1. 0 


















PRODUCTION - 29276 TONS PER SHIFT 
COST PER TON - $ 0.06261 
DELAY Tll'~E CAUSED BY SCRAPER - 0.40 HINUTES 
DELAY TIT>1E CAUS:ED BY PUSEER - 0.0 T<'IINUTES 
TOTAL DELAY TlliE - 0.40 HINlJ'""TES 
AVERAGE LOAD POINT QUEUE LENGTH - 1.2 
AVERAGE DffivJP POINT QUElfE LENGTH - 0.6 

















PRODUCTION - 32401 TONS PER SHIFT 
COST PER TON - $ 0.06341 
DELAY THffi CAUSED BY SCRAPER - 0.0 r1INUTES 
DELAY ~rn,1E CAUSED BY PUSfiER - 0.0 NINUTES 
TOTAL DELAY TIME - 0.0 EINUTES 
AVERAGE LOAD POIWr QUEUE LENGTH - 1.2 
AVBRAGE DUMP POINT QUEUE LENGTH - 0.8 


















PRODUCTION - 35794 TONS PER SHIFT 
COST PER TON - $ 0.06662 
DELAY TINE CAUSED BY SCRAPER - 0. 0 l'IINUTES 
DELAY TD·'IE CAUSED BY PUSHER - 0.0 HINDTES 
TOTAL DELAY TD·ffi - 0.0 ?1INUTES 
AVERAGE LOAD POINT QUEUE LENGTH - 1.2 
AVERAGE DID1P POIHT QUEUE LENGTH - 1.0 

















PRODUCTION - 35564 TONS PER SBIFT 
COST PER TCN - $ 0.07328 
DELAY TJ;ffi CAUSED BY SCRAPER - O. 0 HINUTES 
DELAY TD-TE CAUSED BY PUSHER - O. 0 r-II1\UTES 
TOTAL DELAY TIT1E - O. 0 ~-IINUTES 
AVERAGE LOAD PO IN1' QUEUE LENGTH - 2 • 2 
AVERAGE DU11P POINT QUEUE LENGTE - 1.0 

















PRODUCTION - 35~120 TONS PER SIJIFT 
COST PER TON - ~ 0.0?87 
DELAY TD·~E CAUSED BY SCRAPEH - O. 0 :'-':IiHTTi~S 
TOTAL DELAY 'I' I:·-:8 - o.o ~·1E;1jTES 
.~.\ 1T-~2AGE LOAD POE~T ·:2L31:~~ r-l~1;c~ T 11 - 3.? 




LISTING AND ourrPUT 
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G LEVEL 1, MOO 1 MAIN DATE = 68122 22/20/1 
DIMENSION SCRTYP(4),STYPLP(20) STVPnP(20J PIISHFRflOl 
1 MAXI OJ t 4 3 ) , I GC 1 f) 4, 3, 50 ) ,1 GC i I 1 4, 3 , 50 I , S I 0 AD f 1 5 I , Sf YP HR « 20 J , 
6PCOST(5) 
REAL MAXLOT, LGCl, LGC2, LTMIN 
INTEGER SCRTYP,STYPLP,STYPDP,PUSHFR,SCRAPL,STYPHR,STYPRP, 
lUQI O, PHDl 0 
DATA WOS/4HSCPR/,WOP/4HPUS~/,WON/4HNONE/ 
c 
r, INITJ~LIZE ALL ARRAYS. 
r: 
nn 201 T = 1, 1 o 
VEHTIM(l,T) = 0.0 
VFHTIM(?.,ll = 0.0 
STYPHRf!) = 0 
STVPRR(T} = 0 
~TYPLP(l)= 0 
STVPQI'l(l) = 0 
P tiS HI= P ( I l = 0 
StnAn( I) : 0.0 
?01 HTIMF( Tl = 0.0 
r INITIAlIZE All $!1MMOTJON VABIARI E$ 
DUMP = 0.0 
TONAGF = 0.0 
' I= = 
WhTT = 0.0 
Wt.TTS = 0,0 
WI\TTP = 0.0 
o = r·.n 
PI_OAO = 0,0 
PH!lt.O = 0 
() 
C PEAO CnURSE AND VEHICLE DATA 
c 
REI'IO( 1, l Ol) ISOTI.. 
READ(J,JOJ) M, NH, NR, NP, NPT, N$, NSEG 
P F MH 1, l 01 ) ( SC R TYP fl l , I= l, M l
PF="O(l,lO?) (PUS~·Hll,f=l,NPT, 
RtAO(l,l01) NOSALP, NOSAOP 
NOSRR = NOSAl P 
~JnSHR = NOSAOP Pf~Df 1, lOU ( STYPLP(! l ,I=t,NnSALP, 
PFt.fH 1, lOll ( STVPf1P(I l ,I=1,NOSAOPl 
pf.f\f)fJ,JOll fPti$HFRfiJ,I=1 9 NPl 
p r~n( 1,1001 ( f M~XLOT( I ,K l ,K=l ,NPTl, 1=1 ,Ml 
PrM"~(l,lOO} t TMlN 
P F td"1 ( 1 , 1 n 0 l { S lJJ AD ( T ) , J = 1 , NO~ HR ) . . 
R U_._D { J , 1 0 o l ( f ( 1 r; r: 1 f I , .I , K l , K = 2 , 1 4) , J = 1 , NPI 1 t I= 1 t M t .~~R F " n { 1 , 1 0 en ( ( ( L G C 2 ( I , J , K l , K = 2 , 14 t t J=l t NP T t t 1•1 t M) 
Pr~D( J, 100) nlJMPT 
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FOR A o 
FnRMfiT{7( A4,6X)) 
CH = NOSALP 
bn ?~() T=I,f\JbsRit 
STYPHRfTl = 5TYPOP(f) 
OD 231 I=l,NOSRR 
STYPRPfi) = STYPLP(I) 
********** ERROR ANALYSIS ********** 
REMOVE (C) FP OM COLUMN 1 OF CARDS WITH EA~QQ I~ COL liMNS 76-80 
'500 FORMAT( 15X, 1 5Q(H, lOX, J5) 
D n ? 3? J = l, NP 
P<\flVE(J) = 0,0 
21? TSAVF( T) :: 0,0 
C f"'FTfPMlNF TR~.VFL TIMES FOR VARIOUS SCRAPER TYPES, 
Ofl ?rn TCOUNT-1 ,M ~ 




I, SCRTYP(!J, STN(l) 
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IV G LEVEL 1, MOD 1 OATE = 68122 22/201 
c 
1.08 FORMAT('3X,•SrP6DFR nUT 0 !.JT CllOE NU~RER- •,t3,2X, 1 REPRESENTS SCRAP 
lR TYPE -•,I5,3X,•N!!M!31=~ IN FlEET -•,E3.0) 
WRITF.(3,110) NS 
110 FORMATf/,lOX, 1 NU~qER oc SCRAPERS IN SYSTEM - 1 ,15,111) 
DO 270 T= 1 NPT 
270 WRIIEl3 1 1J}t I, PIISHfit, PIN(!) 
111 FORMATf5X, 'PUSHER OUTPUT COfJF NIIMRFR - '!3,2X, 'REPRESENTS PUSHER . 
lYPE -'t1X,A4,4X, 1 NUMRER TN ~LFET -•,E3.0J 
WRTTF(3,ll3l ~p 
113 fORMATf!,]OX 1 tNUMSER Of PIISHERS TN SYSTEM- •,rst WRTTF(3,107l .. 
10? FORMJ\T(/////1, 1 lOAO POINT OlJMP POINT 
lLOAO HAUL TONNAGE TONN~Gt 
2 DElAY•,!,• QUEUE IENGIM OUEliE LENGTH 
3 PAYLOAD TT~E lOADED OU~PEO 
4F'l 
SCRAPER TYPE. PUSHER 
TOTAL ACC CAUSE OF 
LOADED IYPE IIMJ 
I I ME l'lELAY TH 
C ASSJGN TIME-POSITIONS TO SCRAPERS IN O!!E!!E. 
r: 
( 
on ?33 T=l,NOSRR 
213 VFHITM(2,T) = ACCTTM(l,2) 
00 ?34 I= 1, NOSHR 
HTTME(J) = HTMA~fll 
?34 VF4TTM(l,f) = ACCTIM(l,ll 
r DETERMINE I DAD TIME FOR FIRST SCRAPER IN O!IEUE AT I OAD POINT. 
c 
L: STYPf1P(l) 
RT = Ar:CTI,.,(L,2) 
TIOAD = (RT+DliMPTl/NOSA1P 
TF(ILnAD.Gf.LTMINl GO TO 203 
T I_ P A n = l T M I N 








2 0 3 LP = P II <;HER ( 1 ) 
l = SIYPLP( 1 J 
IEIT10AD.LF.MAXLDTfl 1 LP)) GO TO 207 
Itn~n = MAXLnT(L,lP) 
?07 TTI~F = TTTME + TLOAO 
ADV~t\lrE P!!SH~R QIIF!JF. 
J = PU5HFR ( 1) 
PHOtO = J 
DO 2C8 I=l,NP 
IF( l.FQ.NP) GO TO 2Qq 
?OP PtJSHFR(T) = PUSHFRfl+lJ 
?OO Pll~~r.:Q(J) = J 
fhlfUlf\TF PAYLOliD 1\I PPfSFNT LOAD TIME. 
IFf I<;OJL.FO.?J \,!') Tfl 204 
. £ALL~._L!1hD (TlOAQ,.J,l,PAY,LGClJ 
--··-~----··-·-r, 0 TO ? 0 5 
?04 r~LI LO~D (TLDAf),J,L,PAV,LGC2) 
' ( .. 
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tV G LEVEL lt MOO 1 MAIN DATE = 68122 
c E DETERMINE IHE EXP+-CTEQ HAUL TIME AT PRESENT PAYLOAD. 
205 HT ~ Yfll*CPAV-PL~TN1 + HTMINCL) 
263 KFFP = STYPLP(lJ 
~ AOVKNCF OO~UE !f THE Lflhn POINT, 
NOSALP = NBSALP - 1 
IflNOSA\PtEOe~) GO TO 211 
on 210 = ,N ALP 
210 STVPLP( I) = _STYPLP( t+l l 
c 








REMOVE (Cl FROM COLUMN l nF CARDS 
OUTPUT REPRESENTS CODE NUMBFR5 OF 
POINT AFTER LSADlMY HA' OC~UREO. WRTTE(3,502) (STY [P f ,t= ,No ALPJ 
FOP~hTf?OX, '502 1 ,lOX,I5) 
C AOO LOAD TI~E TO ~Ll VEHICLES. 
c 
c 
211 CALL AOOlNOSHR,VFHTJM,TLOAO,NOSRRl 
C AOJ US T QlJFUE AT TYE DU"fP POI NT. 
c 
STVPRR(N 5HR) = KEEP 
c 






fin ~06 I = 1, NOSRR 
ycHTTMf?,Jt = VEHTIM(2,I+l) 
STYPPR(l) = STYPRR(I+ll 
********** ERROR ANALYsts 
********** 
WITH EA101 I~ COLU~NS 76-AO 







tNrtnntNG THOSE SCRAPER~ IN QUEOF AT TR lOAn P INT. WRTTF(l,50~l (I, STVPRP(J), T=l,NOSRRl !1102 
F n R M AT < ?. r; x , • r; n3 • , 10 x , ' T 5 ) 
V~HTTM(/,NaSRR+l, = 0.0 
SLn~n(NOSHRJ =PAY 
HTJMFfNOSHD) = 4T 
---~,------~-----~ 
r, TNfPF~SF nuFIIF AT LOAf) POINT If SCRAPERS HAVE ARRIY£D DURING LOAO 
76 
IV G LEVEl. 1, MOD 1. MAIN DATE = 68122 2212011 











212 JPR = NOSALP + l 
KPR = STVPRR(JRRJ 
********** ERROR ANAlYSIS ********** 
REMOVE (CJ FROM COLUMN 1 OF CARDS WITH FA103 IN COLUMNS 76-8 
OUTPUT REPRESENTS THE NEXT SCRAPER TVPF THAT Will REACH THF 
I DAD POINT fKRR I, AND THE TOTAl EXPECTED REIIIRN TIME OF THAT 
504 
SCRAPER fACCTIMJ, 
WRITF{3,504) KRR, ACCTIMfKRR,2J EA103 
FORMAT(30X,'504 1 ,lOX,I~,SX,F6,2l 
A = ACCTI~(KRR,2l-LTMIN 
JF(VFHTIM(2,JRRJ.LT.Al GO TO 213 
NOSALP = NO~AIP + 1 
STYPLP(NOS~LP) = ~RR 
GO TO ?12 
21~ PtnAD = DLnAo + oav 
IF(HT.~Q.Q,QJ r.Q TO 272 
OL = 01. + NOSAt P*l• 
00 = QD + NOSADP*l, () = () + 1. 
r. 
21? DfLAYT = TLOAO 
TlOAO = 0,0 
C WRITE SYSTEM OBSERVATIONS AFTER EACH lOADING IS COMPLETED. 





liONAGE, TIIMF, OELAY,-nELAYT .. · 
J 0 6 FOR M A I ( 3 X, I c:; , 2 ( q X , I 5 l , 8 X, I 3 , 2 X , F 6. 2 , F 1 0. 0 • E 7. 2 t 2 F 1 0 • 01 E lQ • 2a Jl·l-l4 
l,~X,f6,2l . 
r1FLfiYT = 0,1) ('lFift..V =WON 
1) THEPF. ft. SCRAPER IN QIJFUE AT THE LOAD POINT? 
TF(NQSALP,GT,n) Gn TO ?40 
I~(NQSRR,GT.Ol GO TO 266 
OFIER~INF TP4E NFCESSARY FOR NEXT SCRAPER TO lRRIVE AT LOAD POINT!~ 
________ __,JJJD.L:::-:..__)SuT...I..Y~P f1l,J.1D~f~J~l:-;--:--=---:;:-;J;---:-~O-;-;-l J M;a;P;;-:;T;:----___,.-------Tl FFT = ACCTJM(Jf),2 + .. 
Ttnan = TLFET 
nFLfiY = wns 
WATTS= WAITS+ TIFFT 
G(l Tf1 267 
?~f- Jn = STYPRR ( 1 l 
TL~FT = ACCTIM(.J0,2)- VEHTIM(2,1l 
_____ _lLfJAf) -=:..___jTgl=.r:F_t__ ________ ---:----:-----
nrt!).Y=WOS 
WATT5 = WATTS + !LEFT 
1V G LEUFL 1, MOO r MAfN 
c 
?67 PAY = 0.0 
~&~J : ~Ali + TLOAO 
PHOtO = 0 
HT = 0.0 
241 TTIME = TTTMF + TLOAO 






ADJUST OUMP POINT OUF.UE LENGTH. 
. 77 
OATF : 6Rl22 22/20 
CALL 0¥0UMP(NOS4DP~OUMP,TLOAO~OUMPT~NOSRR,VEHTIM,STYPRR,NOSHR 1 1~(040, ONAGE,HO(O, tiME,STVPH ,STYPPJ 
f.O TO 212 
c 
R Is A PUSHER IN QUEUE AT THE LOAD POI NT? 
r. 
?40 TFfNOP.GT.Ol GO TO 242 







TLOAO = PSAVF(ll - TSAVEfl) 
OFt. AY =WnP 
WAITP - WATTP + TLOAO 
nn ?~1 K=l,NP 
TSAVF(Kl = TShVF(K} + TLOAD 
TF(T~AVF(K).LT.PS4VE(K)) GO TO 251 
NOP = NOP + 1 
TS~.VFPJOPl = 0.0 
'251 CONTINUE 
GO TO ?67 
?4? K = STVPRR(l} 
OFTFPMTNF LOAD TIME FOR NEXT SCRAPER. 
IF(TtnAO.LE.MAX OT(K,LPUSH))~O TO 243 
Ttnan = MAXLOT(K,LPUSHl 
24~ IF(Tl0AO.~E.LTMtNl GO TO 244 
Tl OAO = LTMTN 
f1!1VMICF PUSHER QUEUE. 
?44 J = PIJSHFP f l) 
l=K 
PHntn = J 
nn 746 I=l,NP 
/4f.. f>USHI=R(TJ - PUSHFR.(I+ll 
------;..-?-:-4 7..- P tl' HER (! - J 
761 IFf I<:nit .EO. ?l GO TO 248 
.. -... ' ., 
TV G LEVEL 1, MOO 1 
c 
L CAl Ctll ATE PAYI DAD AT THIS I DAD II ME. 
c 
r 
CALL LOAD (TLOAO,J,L,PAY,LGCl) GO TO ?.49 
248 CAll lOAD f!tOAD,.t,L,PAY,IGC2l 
78 
DATE = 6Al2?. 
C OETEPMINE EXPECTED HAUL TTME AT THTS PAYLOAD. 
c 
c 
249 HI ;; V(! )!(PAY- PLMINJ t HIMTN(I) 
22/20 
C TF SCRAPER MUST QUEUE AT DUMP POTNT, INCREASE LOAO TIME BY .05 
r: MINUTES ANO RECHECK LOA{) TIME ROUNOAPIES. 
c 
P = NOSH~*DUMPT 
IFf(TLOAO+HTJ.GE.Al GO TO 260 
TlDAO = TLOAD + 0.05 
!FIT! OAO.I T.MAXI DTIK 1 1 PIIStJP GO TO 261 260 NOP = NDP - 1 
c 
C AOVANCF PUSHERS IN CYCLF AV LOAD TIME. 
T = NP - NnP 
PSAVF(I) = 0.4*TLOAD + .1~ + .10 
TS~.VF( I) = 0.0 
Iff LfO.J, GO IQ 265 
TT = I-1 
nn 262 K=l, II 
TSAVE(Kl = TSAV~fKl + TLOAO 
~,-~=----~~"' _ .. IFLTS4VFfKl,ti.PSAVEfKl t GO TO 262 






T~AVE(NOP) = 0.0 
2 6 2 C m1 T I NUt: 
?6~ !TIME= !TIMEt IIOAD 
rHErK rnR FND OF SHIFT. 
IEfTTJME.GE.360.l GO TO 264 
r,n Tn 2n1 
CM fOLaTE PROntiCTION. 
?64 PRnD = TONA~f/2000. Tcnsr = o.c 





no ?68 I=l,M fr~ST = TCO~T + COSTfiJ*STN(I) *8• 
DO 271 I-J, NPT 
TrOST = TCOST + PCOST(I)*PTN(l)*8• 
Dn(n~T = TCOST/PROn 
C wq LIE ~YSTF M S!lMMARY. 
r 
79 
1V G LEVEL 1, MOO 1 MAIN OATE = 6Rl22 22/20/1 
ll" FOPMAT(lH ,/1//I/111/I/,?OX,'********** SYSTEM SUMMARY ** 
********' 
PIT (3,11 ) W ITS, WATTP, WAIT 
114 FOPMAT(?OX,•DELAY TIME CAUSED AV $(RAPER -•,F7.2,3X,'MTNUTES',//, 120X,'O~LAY TIME CAUSED RY PUSHF.R - 1 ,F7,2,~X,•MINUTES',///,30X,'TOT 
2 A I 0 E LAC 6 I ME - ' , E 7. 2 , 3 X, ' M I NU IE S ' I 
l'AVFP, . 
?OF ~CRAPFRS LOAO~D DURING SHIFT 
CAL t nnr 
EN 
------------- -------------------------





«;IJAROUTTNF lOAn (TLOAO,J,L,PAY,XJ 9I~E~t6~~.~6! 4'l':8b.s 
JK = T 
JK = JK ... 1 
p = JK 
S = T-P 
********** 
IF (~.GT.O.Ot GO TO 30? 
Pf\V = X{L,J,JK) 
Gn TO '301 
80 
OATE = 6Rl22 
********** 






on 303 =l,N.SHR 
303 VEHTIMfl,JJ=VEHTIM(l,T) + TLOAD 
00 3C4 T=l,NOSR~ 
104 VEHTIM(2,f)=VEHTJ~(?,J) + TtOAD 












ARE ANY SCR4PEP~ IN QUEUE AT THE DUMP PntNT? 
IF(NOSAOP.FQ.OJ GO TO 410 
DUMp= DUMP+ !lOAD 
DECREASE DUMP POINT OUEUE IF ANY SCRAPERS HAVE Ot.JMPEfl. 
412 IF~OHMP.LT6~~MPTJ yo TO 410 
TO =!CHECK + 1 
IF = NOSRR - 1 




nn 423 I = IO,IE 
VFHTIM(?,fO) = VEHT1~(2,10) 
VEHIIMf2 ~OS~RJ = ~.0 STVPPR(Nn:RR = ST PHR(l) 
TONAGF = TONAGE + SlOAD(lJ 
KNOSHR = NOSHR - 1 
0 0 41 1 I = l , K N 0 S HR 
STVPHR{J) = STYPHR(T+l) 
+ OUMPT 
C ********** ERROR ANAlYSIS ********** 
' 
E RF~Ovf !CI FROM COlUMN I OF tAROS WITR EA105 IA t~OMRS ~80 
r. OUTPUT REPRESENTS CODE NUMBERS OF SCRAPERS REMlNJN · lN HA l. -C ROAO INCLUDING QUEUE AT DUMP POINT AFTER A SCRAPER H S '-C WRITF(3 506} STVPHR(It . 
c 
c 
VfHTIM~l,TJ - V~HTIMfl,I+lJ HTI~Ff J = ATIM_(J+l 
411 SLOAOfTI = SIOAI'HI+U 
VEHTTM{l,NOSHR) = 0.0 
NOSHR = NOSHR - 1 
DIJMP = OUMP - f11JMPT 
TF(NOSAOP.GT.O) GO TO 412 
410 JF{NOSHR.EQ.NOS~DPt GO TO 420 
HOL n - r-m~f\ OP 
83 
IV G lEVEl OQOUMP OATF = 6Rl2? 
c 












NOS~OP = NOSADP - l 
DO 416 T=l,NOSAOP 
416 SIXPDPfil = STYPDPIJt]) 
NOSRR = NOSRR + 1 
IFC CNOSRR-ICHECKJ.LT.2t GO TO 422 
I 0 = CHECK t 1 
IE = NOSRR ~ 1 
DO 424 I = tO,IE 
424 VFHTIM(2,IO) = VFHTIM(2,1Dl + OUMPT 
422 VEHTJM(?,NOS~Rl = 0.0 
SIYPPRfNO$RR1 = STYPHBflJ 
TnNAGE = TONAGF + SLOAO(l) 
KNOSHR = NOSHR - 1 
00 41g I=l,KNOSHR 
STYPHRfi) = STYPHRfi+l) 
********** ERROR ANALYSIS ********** 
R EMDYE f C J ER OM CQI!IMN 1 OF CARDS W(Ti FA 1Q5 JN CDIII,NS ~6zl,'i 
507 
VEHTTM(l,IJ = VEHTIMfl,J+l) 
HIIMEfiJ = HTIMFfltll 
4lo SLO~O(TJ = StOATHI+ll 
VFHTTM(l,N05HR) = 0.0 
NOSHR = NOSHP - 1 
DUMP - DUMP - DUMPI 
!F(NOS~OP.GT.O) GO TO 417 
420 IF(NOSADP.GT.O) GO TO 41A 
DUMP = 0.0 
41 8 CONTINIIE 
C IF LnAO OR DELAY TIME INTERVAL HAS BEFN EXHAUSTED, RETURN TO MAlN. 
r: 
P ETlJR N 
IV G lFVFl 1, MOn 1 SI~ 
84 
!11\TF = MH?? 
2N<;EGH,Ef , Pl ·HU ·• · . 
0 !MENS ION TH4f ( 30 J, TOP·Vf·10) ,·VL.AST ( 30 l ,o IS T.( 30 J, GRADE C30 J, lVMAX( 30) ,RRES (;OJ 1 VElMA~l,f.h ,:VE. ':132) 1 RIMP(32) ,XT OE=NT ( lq J, 2SHIFTfl2l, ROTfl?l, SEGTfMI3j!~~HTM!Nf5),HIMAXl51 READ(l,ll XIOENT . ' 
1 FORMATC18A4J 
REA0(193J SHIFT 
READ f 1 , 3) BOT 
R EAfH 1, 3) VEL 
REAO(l,1) RIMP 
3 FORMATISF9.0) 
READ(] ,4} NRlfN 
nn qg !RUN = l,NRUN 
REAOCl, ) SCRPWT, SCRPHP, SCRPPL 




WHFN IHfiUl.=O PR'lCJ:SS Ht.UL ROAD, WHEN IHAUL=l PROCESS RETURN ROAD 
RF~fl{1,2l (f)JST{J), GRAOE(J), RRES(J), VMAX(TJ., I=l,NSEGH) 
R FA 0 ( 1 '2, vo. VE 
c. 
on 'n I=1,3? 
JF(RJMP(J).E0.0.0) GO TO 21 
?0 (f1"'!TTNtJF 
GO rn ?? 
21 !<=T 
2? SAVF = vr: 
C JNITTALIZE SUMM4TION VARRIABLES 
c 
DO 0.0 
TT = 0.0 
c 
C CALCUL~TE ~AXIMU~ ALLOWABLE SEGMENT VELOCITY 
on ?3 KSr::G = l,NSEGH 
ISFG = NSFGH+l-KS~G 1 r~(L RFTARO (RRFS(ISEGJ,GRADE(TSFGl 1 BRAKE) VF(MAX( ISEG l = SORTfVF*VF-BRAKE*DISif ISEGI/l.0756t 
JF-(V~AX(ISEGJ.EQ.O.O) GO TO 26 
JF(V~AX(JSEG).GE.VElMAXCISEGJ) GO TO 26 
VFLMf\X(JSFG) = VMAX(TSEG) 
26 VE =VEl M~XfiSFG) 
2~ cnNTTNtlF 
f I~P~SF SPEED PESTRTCTTONS IN SEGMENTS, IF GIVEN 
r 
Vt= = SfiVE 
nn 27 TSFG = l,NSEGH 










ESTARL TSH INITIAl VElOCITY - VO 
IF(VELqAX(I).GT.VOl GO TO 2~ 
VO = VELMAX(l) 
2P DO 29 1=2,NSEGH 
2q elSitii = DISJ(I-lJ+OISTfl) 
B4A,- vn . 
DETERMINE EFFECTIVF WEIGHT OF SCRAPER 
JF(IHAUL.GT.Ol GO TO 30 
TOTWT = SCRPPL+ SCRPWT 
GO TO 31 
30 IOTWT = SCRPWT 
34 RESF8R = (TOTWT*(PF.R+GRAOE{ISEGJI)/SQRTflOOOO.+GRAOE(lSEGI*GRI0E1 11\FG)J 
CALCULATF RRAKI~G CAPA8ILITV IN SEGMENT 
CALL RETARD (~RES(JSEGJ, GRAOEfiSEGJ, BRAKEJ 
TnPVF.t = o. 
c CntAfE THE PROPER GEAR ANo ROTATING "lAss CONSTANt (RMAsStf ftJR 









47 nn 57 KK-1 12 
TF{\HIFTfKR).r,E.VB4ACJ GO tn 5R 
S? CnNTINLIF 
5A RMASSf = ROT(KK) 
IF(TnPVEL.GF.VR4ACl GO TO 15 
TnPVFt = VR4At 
15 IF ( KK .FQ. I GEAR) GO Jfl 50 
If.F:AR = KK 
JF(VR4At.LE.vEt(L)\ tn to 37 
3 A r n~!T P.Jt!F 
caLClJL~TE RTMPULL FOR PRESENT VELOCITY 
17 Pf~ = PJMP(L-1) + (RlMP(LJ-RIMP{l-l)J*fVB,AC-VEL(l-1)1/(VELClJ-
TV G 
86 










OEPFNDING ON ACCELERATION, DETERMINE TIME INCREMENT 
IF(AAS(ACCEL).GT.l.) GO TO 38 QFI IA :: 3.0 
GO TO 3q 
~8 OELTA = .3/AAS(ACCfll + .3 
C CALCUlATE NEW VELOCITY lVI, TIME FOR ACCELERATION fDElTAl, TOTAL 
C ELAPSED TIME fT), A~O ~!STANCE TRAVELED (0) c 
c 
30 V = V~4AC + DELTA*ACCEL*.6818 
IEfV.l T.VF=I MAXC ISEGll GO TO 40 
V = VFIM~X(JSFGl 
DELTA= (V-VB4ACJ f(ACCEL*.681R) 
40 I= IT + DELTA/60. 
D = on + VB4AC*DELTA*l.4667 + ACCEL*DELTA*DELTA/2. 
C f.HECK L"LCIJt!ITEf) VELOCITY AGAINST MAXIMUM ALLOWARLE SEGMENT VEL •. 
r: 
IFIISFG.EO.NSEGH) GO TO 41 
VF~EG = VELMAX(ISEG+l) 
GO TO 42 
41 VFSEG = VF 






42 IFfV.GT.VFSEG) r,o TO 43 
OBR AKF - 0. 
GO TO 44 
41 DRRAKE =fV*V - VFSEG*VFSEGl*l.0756 /1-l.*BRAKE) 
CHFCK FOR CnMPLFTION OF SEGMENT TRAVEL 
44 TF({0+08RAKEJ.GF.OISTfiSFG)J GO TO 45 
IF(V.GE.VFlMAXfiSEG)l GO TO 46 
r = 
DD = D 
IT = T 
C SEhMFNT NnT CnMPLETED - GO TO 47 
c 
GO TO 47 
. 1 
VEHIClE H"S ATAINED MAXIMUM SPEED- CONTINUE AI THIS VELOCITY 
46 ODD = OTST{ ISFG) - DARAKE 
IT= T + (nDO-Dl/(V*BA.l + DBRAKF/((V+VFSEG)*44.) 
_____ -~VR4~.~-~~----------------------------------~-------------­~fl Tn 4P 
4~ JF(O"Qft~F.GT.O.J GO TO 4g 
87 IV G LEVEL 1, MOO 1 SIM OATf! = 68122 
4 
50 no= DIST(TSF ) 
IF(OBPAKE.LF..O.) GO TO 51 
VR4AC = VFSFr. 
51 TIMEf ISF~) = TT/EEF 
TOPV(!SFS) = TOPVEL 
32 VLAST(ISFG) = VB4AC 
I f44,*fVB4AC+VFSEGJ) 
SFGMFNT HAS ~FFN COMPLETFO, START NEXT SEGMENT 
00 52 l = 2,NSF~H 
~2 OTST(2-J+NSEGHl = DISI(2-I+NSEGHJ - OTSifl-I+NSEGH) TFf~HAyl!GTAO~ ao TO 53 
·"~ PT = TIME(NSFGH) 
~4 IF( IHAUL.GT.Ol GO TO 55 





r,n rn 99 
_ 5 TR -
oq CONTINUr-






TRACTOR SCR~P~R TYPE - 641 
PAYlOAD= 114QOO. PO! JNQ 5 
TOTAL HAUL TIME = O.A4 ~JNUTFS 
TOTAl P.ETURN TIME = 1.49 MINUTES 







TRACTOR SCRAPER TYPF - 666 
90 
PAYLOAQ = 1~2000, 
TOTAL H~Ul TIME = 
TnTAL RETURN TIME = 









SCR~PfR OUTPUT ff1!1E IIJ!IMP.FR - 1 RFPRFSFNTS SCRAPER TYPE - 641 
SCRAPJ:R ntJTPUT fnflF ~HJ"'RER - 2 RFPRESENTS SCRAPER TYPE - 666 
NIJMFifR OF SCRAPERS IN SYSTF"l- 6 
PUSHER OUTPUT CrDE IIJlJMRER -
PUSHER f1UTPUT CDQF ~UMFIER - 1 REPRESENTS PUSHER TYPE - ?09G ? DE 0 RESENTS PUSHER TYPE - 309G 
NliMPFR OF PIISHFPS IN SYSTEM- 7 
,....--~----~----, 
NUMRE~ TN -FLEET - 3. 
NUMBER IN FLEET - 3. 
NUMBER IN FLEET - 1. 
NUMRER IN FLEET - 1. 
tOAD POJNT !111M 0 nonn S(RllPFP TVPF PIJSHFR LOAn HAUL TONNAGE TONN~GE TOTAL ACC CAUSE OF 0El4Y 
llHFIIF I ENGIH Q!!EIIf': ! n'GTI-1 ! O~DED TYPE II M!= PAYI OAO TIME II]AOEO D!IMPEO ....IlJ!E~m~ ~ ~ll..ELAY TIME 
? ? l l O.'iP 99405. O.R3 9940"i. 114000. 0.'58 NONE 0~~0 
1 1 1 7 0.49 106310. 0.83 205715. 228000. 1.07 ~ONE 0.0 
1 " ? 1 O.t+o 10:?494. 0.80 308709. 44140'5. 1.56 NONE 0.0 
__L 2 ? 0.60 1~044~. 0.81 4386'53. 441405. 2.16 NONE 0.0 
1 1 1 l 0.4C 900~0. 0.83 5286R3. 547715. 2.56 NONE 0.0 
1 1 n '1 0.0 0.0 0.0 52868~. 547715. 2.60 PUSH 0.04 
1 1 ? 2 0.40 112562. 0.80 641245. 6"i0209. 3,00 NONE 0.0 
1 __ ________] () ____O_..Q_ 0.0 O.Q __ 64J245L_..l:t5..0209. __ 1.0'5 _..PUC:H 0~04 
l l 1 1 0.60 99854. 0.83 741100. 7806~3. 3.64 NONE 0.0 
1 1 1 ? 0.40 101577. 0,83 842677. 870683. 4.04 NONE 0.0 
1 n 0 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 842627. 98324~. 4.09 PUSH 0.04 
L_---~----~L-~ ? l 0.53 106962. 0.80 949~Rf.l. 993245. 4.62 NONE 0.0 
? 1 2 ? 0.~1 1?5661. 0.81 1075250. 1083099. 5.13 NONE 0.0 
1 1 1 1 0.54 97728. 0.83 1172978, 1184626. 5.67 NONE 0.0 
1 n 2 2 0.54 127377. 0,81 1300354. 1417249. 6.21 NONE 0.0 
1 1 1 L~ 0. 54 91..728. 0.8~ 1398092. 141724CJ. 6.76 NONE 0.0 
2 1 1 2 0.4~ 10~243. 0.83 15013?5. 151497f.-~-~-r;r9~~~~NONE --~lJ.1l 
2 l o o o.o 0.0 o.o 15013?5. 1514977. 7.20 PUSH 0.01 
1 1 2 1 0,54 107642. O.RO 16089M>. 1642353. 7.74 NONE 0.0 
1___~~------, ? 2 0,54 127003. .D.......Rl 1735908. 1740081. 8.27 NONE Q,Q 
1 r l 1 0.44 92309. 0.83 1828277. 1950965. 8.71 NONE 0.0 
1 n 0 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1828277. 1950965. 8.72 PUSH 0.01 
0 l ? 2 n.M 1':P351. 0.81 1960628. 1q50965. 9,36 NONE 0.0 
1 1 n 0 o.o n.o 0.0 1960628. 2077967. 9.76 SCpR 0,40 
? r. 1 1 0.4C 900~0. O.R3 2050657. 2170276. 10.16 NONE 0.0 
2 1 n 0 o.o n.o o.o ?050657. 2170276, 10.20 PUSH 0.04 
1 n l 7 0.40 1015?7. 0.83 21'52184. 2302627. 10.60 NONE 0.0 
___1.._~ --~----- _ r. n 0 0.0 n.o 0.0 2152184, 2302627. 10.65 PU~H 8•84 
1 1 ? 1 0.411 92060. 0.79 ?244243. 2307627, 11.05 NO E. 
1 1 I' (\ o.o o.o o.o 2244243. 2302627. 11.09 PUSH 0.04 
1 ) ? ? 0.40 11?562. O,AO 2356805. :n9?656. 11.49 NONE 0.0 
1 1 0 n 0.0 0.0 0.0 7356805. 2392656. 11.54 PUSH o.s~ 
1. 1 l ·1 :1.4n 90010. O.fl3 24468-~4. 2494UB. 11.94 NONE O. 
1 l 0 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 ?446814. 2494181. 11.98 PUSH O.Oit 
1 n ' ? 0.60 1301CO. O.R1 ?~77134. 269A804. 12.58 NONE 0.0 
___J____ l 1 1 0.44 . qz717. Q,A3 2669850. 2698804. 13.02 NONE o.g 
? 1 1 ? n.'1~ 107889, 0,84 7777718. 278883~. n.sc; NONE O. 
1 1 ? 1 n.54 lORVl. O.RO ?8R6nso. 29t<H33. 14.09 NONE 0.0 i 0 ? ? 0.54 1?7377. O.Rl ~013435. 3119737, 14.64 NONE 0.0 
1 1 1 1 n.43 91qn1. 0.83 3105336. 3119737. 15.07 NONE 0.0 
'' 
' 
r 1 o ~ o.o o.~ ~=~ ~~~7716: 1447335: tK:~' ~~~~ o!~4 
1 0 1 2 0,40 1015?.7. 0.83 3429243. 3579686. 16.97 NONE 0.0 
t r, 0 0 0.0 0 .0 0.0 342~243. 3579686. 17.01 PUSH 0.04 
1 l ? i 0.40 92060. 0.79 3521302. 3579686. 17.41 NONF 0.0 
- 1 I 0 o o.o -- u- 0.0 o.o 3521302. 3579686. 17~46 PU~R 0.04 
l 1 ? 2 0.40 112562. 0.80 3633864. 3669715. 17.86 NONE 0.0 
1 1 0 0 0. 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 1633864. 3669715. 17.90 PUSH 0.04 
_l 1 l 1 0.4n 90031L._ __ 1L.B3_ 3723893. 3771242. 18.~0 NONE 0 .. 0 
1 1 - o--- - o o.o - --o.o o.o 3723891 . 3771242. 18.35 PUSH o.o4 
1 0 ?. ? O . ~ o 130300. 0 . 81 1854193. 3975863. 18.94 NONE 0.0 
1 l l 1 0.44 92717. O.A 3 3946909. 3975863. 19.39 NONE 0.0 
l 1 1 ? 0 . 53 107R8Q . 0 . 84 4054797. 4065892. 19.92 NONE 0.0 
1 1 ' 1 0.54 10R32 1. o.Ao 4163118. 4196192. 20.46 NONE 0.0 
1 0 2 ? 0 , 54 127377. 0 . 81 4?90494. 4396796. 21 .00 NONE 0.0 
1 l 1 1 0. 41 91901. O. A3 43823Q5, 4396796. 21.43 NONE 0.0 
1 1 0 0 0. 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 438?39S . 4396796. 21.45 PUSH 0.01 
0 1 - ? 2 0 . 64 l1?':J51 . O.Rl 4514746. 4505111. 22.09 NONE o.o 
? l 0 n 0. 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 4514746. 4632493. 22 .49 SCPR 0.40 
1 ~ 1 1 0. 40 Q0030 . 0 . 8~ 4604775. 4724394. 22 . 89 NONE 0.0 i 1 " o n.o o.o o,o 4684775, 47~4-f94. ~~ · <n PHSH 8•84 
r t ? 0, 40 tnt527. 0 . ~3 47 6307 . 4A 6 45..l3 NNE. 
1 " n n 0. 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 4706302. 4856745. 23,38 PUSH 0.04 
1 1 ? 1 0. 40 q?060 . 0 . 79 4798361. 485674S. 23 .78 NONE 0.0 i 1 n o R·n Q. O o . ~ 47tB3h!, 4656t?~ · 23.~~ RH~~ 8•84 1 7 2 .40 11556?. o. 0 49 92 • 4946 4. 24. . 
1 1 0 r. 0. 0 0 . 0 o.o 49 l OQ23 . 4946774. 24.27 PUSH 0.04 
1 1 1 l 0.4C 00030 . 0 . 83 500095?, 504A301. 24.67 NONE 0.0 
J 1 ~ 0 0. 0 o5o 0 . 0 sy~~q5~ , ~O~R3g~· i~·7l ~~~~ 8•8\ --r-- " '? ' 0 o 6 0 1'3 0 3 0 o 0 o 8 1 lj 2 5 o 2 ~ 9 t ~ o 3= I 
1 1 1 1 0.44 qz717 . O . R ~ '522396R. 5252Q22. 25,75 NONE 0.0 
2 1 1 ') 0.53 107RRO . 0 . 84 533)R56 . 5342951. 26 . 28 NONE o.o i 1 / ~ 0 , 54 t 083,,. 8 · ~{ 5~~~77 , ~~~~~~~· ~9·~, ~8~~ 8•8 (\ 2 ' 0. 54 273 • • 5 . 1)1. • • • 
1 1 1 1 0 . 4~ q190 1. O. A1 5A59454, 5673855. 27.80 NONE 0.0 
1 1 0 0 0. 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 ~659454 . 5673855. 27.81 PUSH 0.01 
0 l ? 2 0 . 64 132351. 0 . 81 5791~05 , 57R2176 . 28.45 ON 
-r- 0 • ' . • • . - • • • 
1 ~ 1 l C.4 0 90030 . 0 .8~ 5R8J834 , 600 1453, 29.25 NONE 0.0 
1 1 n 0 0. 0 0 , 0 n.o 5681634 . 6001453 . 29.30 PUSH 0.04 
r 1 7 0. 40 1015 ?7, 0 . 8~ 5983~~1. 6133804 . 29.70 NON 
1 " r;-- 0 '· ' • II U o U ll o U ? ' lfl .) .)O lo Ol,:lOV"to 1::"7 or"t ru~n ue 
1 l ., 1 0. 40 92060 . 0 . 79 6075420 . 6133804. 30 .14 NONE 0.0 
1 1 ~ ~ 0. 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 60754?0 . 6133604 . 30 ,19 PUSH 0.04 
l_ . ~ l ___ ., _ _2 0. 40 112562. 0 , 60 6137962 . 62?3833 . 30 .59 NONE 0.0 
y- - 1 o o. O o. o o. o 6187987. 62238'B. 30.63 POSH o.Ott 
1 l l 1 0. 40 Q0030 . 0 . 63 6276011 . 6325360, 31.03 NONE 0,0 
1 1 0 0 0. 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 6278011. 6325360, 31.08 PUSH 0.04 
-+--------," _____ ___,;? ? O . ~o 1 ~0300 . 0 .A 1 6408311. 6'5299131. 31.67 NONE 0.0 
1 1 1 t 0.44 o7717. n.A3 650 107.7 . 65zqq~t. 32.12 NONE 0.0 
~ 1 1 ? 0 . 5~ 107RAO , Q, P4 ~60891S . 6~?00 10 . 32.64 NONE o.o 
1 I ( 1 0 . ~4 1081?1 , 0 . AO 6717236 . 6750310. 33 .19 NONE 0.0 
1 0 ? ? O. S4 l 273 77 . 0 . ~ 1 6R446ll . 6950914. 33.73 NONE 0.0 --~ - - 1 1 1 r. . 4~ q{QOI . 0 . ~3 hQ~6~1~ . 695oq14, 34 .16 NONE o.o 
1 1 0 0 0. 0 0. 0 0 . 0 6q3A513 . 6Q50Ql4 . 34.18 PUSH 0.01 
~ 1 / 2 n, A4 11~1~ 1. O. Al 7 06~~64, 705q235 . 34 . 82 NONE 0.0 
~ J 1 0 0. 0 0 , 0 0 . 0 706RR64. 71~6611 . 35.22 SCPR 0.40 
1 0 1 1 0. 40 90030 . 0 . 83 115·8893 . 7 278~H 2 . 35.62 NONE 0.0 
1 1 0 0 0. 0 0.0 0 . 0 7158A93 ."' 7278512 . 35. 66 PU SH 0. 04 
1 0 l 2 0. 40 101527. 0 . 83 7260420 . 7410863 . 36.06 NONE 0.0 
1 ~ o a o. o n. n n. n 1 26 0420 . 141 0 863. 36 . 11 PIISH ___ n_.._nlt 
l 1 ? 1 0. 40 9?060 . 0 . 79 73~ 2479 . 7410863 . 36 .~1 NONE 0.0 
1 1 0 0 0. 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 7352479. 741 08 63 . 36. 55 PU SH 0.04 
l 1 ? 2 0. 40 112562 . 0. 80 746~041 . 7500892. 36.95 NONE 0.0 
1 1 0 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 746§0/tL_ 750 08 91. 36.99 PUSH 0.04 
1 1 1 1 0. 40 90030 . 0 .83 755 5070 . 7602419 . 37. 39 NONE 0.0 
l 1 n 0 0. 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 7~55070 . 7602419. 37.44 PUSH 0.04 
1 0 2 ? 0. 60 130300. 0. 81 7685370 . 7807040. 38.04 NONE 0.0 
1 _j 1 0 .4~ -- ~_llJ~- _0~1il_717AO Rit. 7807040 . ~R.4A NnNF n.n 
2 1 t 2 0 . ~3 10788 9. 0. 84 7885Q74. 7897069 . 39.01 NONE 0.0 
1 1 2 1 0. 54 1 0~32 1. O. BO 7994295 . 802 7369. 39 .55 NONE 0.0 
1 0 ? 2 0. 54 127377. 0 . 81 812 1671. 822 7973 . 40.09 NONE 0.0 
1 1 1 1 0. 43 9190 1. 0 . 83 8213~72 . 8227973. 40.53 NONE 0.0 
t 1 0 C o. o O. Cl o . o 8211"572. 8227973. 40 .-s4 - ---PUSH O.~f 
0 1 I 2 0. 64 1~7 ~5 1. 0 . 81 8l4592 ~ . 8336294 . 41.18 NONE 0.0 
2 1 n 0 0. 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 R345923 . 8463670. 41. 58 SCPR 0.40 
1 ~ 1 1 0 . 40 90030 . 0 . 83 843 5952 . 85 55511. 41. 98 ~ONE 8•8 
1 1 n r 0. 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 R4~ 59S2 . 85555 71. 42. 02 USH • 4 
t r l I 0. 40 101527 . 0 . 83 853 7479. 86879 22 . 42.42 NONE 0.0 
1 r ~ 0 o. r. O. C 8 . 0 853 7479 . 86879 22 . 42.47 PUSH 0.04 
? 1 Q, 4 n 92060. 0 . 79 8629~38 . 86879 22. 42. 87 NONE Q,Q 
1 J C 0 0. 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 86 29 538. 8687922 . 42. 91 PUSH 0.04 
1 1 ? 2 0. 4r 1l '~A7 . 0 . 80 8742100 . 87779 51. 43, 31 NONE 0.0 
1 l ~ C 0. 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 87421 00 . 817 7951. 43. 36 PUSH 0.04 
1 1 1 1 Q. 40 Q003 0 . 0 . 8 3 88 3 71 2 9 . 8 879478 . 4 3 , 76 NONE Q,Q 
1 1 0 0 0. 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 883212Q . 8879478 . 41 . 80 PUSH 0.04 
1 ~ 7 ? O. Ar 130~00 , 0 . 81 8962429. 9084099. 44. 40 NONE 0.0 
1 1 1 1 0. 44 92 717 . 0 . 83 9055145, 9084099. 44. 84 NONE 0.0 
7 1 1 1 o. ,1 1 0 7 8~9 n_R~ o 1 ~~n~~ - o 1741 ,A. 4~- ~7 NnNF o.n 
1 i ? l o:s4 lOA3?t : o:Ro 427i354: 93044 28 . 45 . 92 NONE 0.0 
l 0 ? 7 0. 54 127 177 . 0 . 81 0398730 . 950 5032. 46 . 4h NONE 0.0 
1 1 1 1 0 . 4~ 9190 1. O. A1 94906 ~ 1 . 95050 32. 46.89 NONE 0.0 
1 1 n ~ 0, 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 9490631. 9505032. 46.90 PUS~ 8•81 
0 1 ? ? 0. 64 13?. 151. 0. 81 9622982. 9613353. 47. 54 NON; 
2 1 0 0 0. 0 0 , 0 0 . 0 q6229A? . 9740729 . 47. 94 SCPR 0.40 
1 l 1 1 0. 4r 90030 . 0 . 81 9713011 . 9832610 . 48. 34 NONE 0.0 
0 0 0. 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 97130 11. 98 37630 . 48 .39 PUSH 0•04 
1 r 1 ? 0. 40 10152 7. 0 . 81 98 14 53~ . 9964981. 48.79 NONE 0.0 
l ~ 0 0 0. 0 0 . 0 0 .0 9~ 14538 . 9964981. 48 . 83 PUSH 0.04 
l 1 7 1 0 . 40 C)20f>O. 0 . 19 9906597. 9964981. 49. 23 NONE 0.0 
1 1 r o 0 . 0 o. o o.o 9Q06597 . 9964981. 49.28 PUS~ 8·84 
1 , ? 1 o . 4n 11 2562 . o. ao 10019159 . 100550 10. 49 .68 NONE. 
1 l f' r. a.o 0 . 0 0 . 0 100191 5Q . 100550 10 . 49 , 72 PUSH 0.04 
l l 1 l 0. 40 90030 . 0 . 81 10109188 . 1015 h537, 50 . 12 NnNE 0.0 
1 n 0 0. 0 0. 0 0. 0 10109188. 101565 37. 50.17 eUSH 8•84 
1 r 7 ? 0. 60 110100 . 0. 81 10239488. 10361158. 50 .76 NONE. 
1 1 1 1 I'J . 44 92117. O. En 10337104. 103611 58 . 51.21 NONE 0.0 
I 1 1 2 O . ~, 107AR9 . 0, 84 10440092 . 1045 1187. 51. 74 NONE 0.0 
1 1 ? 1 0 . ~4 1 08 ~2 1 . 0 . 80 1 0 ~48413 . 1058 14 87 . 52. 28 NONE 8•8 
l ,. ' ? 0 , 54 127377. 0 . 81 10675789 . 10782091 . 52 . 82 NONE • 
1 1 t l 0. 43 9190 1. O. A3 10767690 . 10782091. 53 . 25 NONE 0.0 
1 1 " r o. o n.o o . o 10767690 . 10782091. 5l . 27 PUSH o.ot 
_....,.o __ . -·-- t 2 2 0. "4 1 37 ~5 1 . 0 . 81 1090004 1. 10890412. 53 . 91 NONE Q,Q 
1 1 o 0 0 . 0 o . o o . o 10900041. 11017788 . 54 . l 1 SCPR 0.40 
l ~ l 1 0.40 90030 . 0 . 8l 10990070 . 1110Q6 89 . 54 . 71 NnNE 0.0 
1 1 I'J 0 0. 0 o . o 0 . 0 109900 71) . 1110968Q. 54 .75 PUSH 0.04 
1 n 1 7 0. 4C 10152 7 . 0 . 83 11 09 150 7, 11 2420 40 , 55,15 NONE 0.0 
.,. .. \..-
[ 1 o o o:o "'ro~~ ~=~ tl~9~~ta: t[~~'~69: ~~:~4 PU~h 8!04 
1 1 1 1 0.40 90030. 0,83 11386247. 11433596. 56.49 NONE 0.0 
1 1 0 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 11386247. 11433596, 56.53 PUSH 0.0~ 
l 0 2 ~ 0.60 130300. O.A1 11516547. 11638217. 57.13 NONE 0.0 
I 1 1 1 o.44 92717. ~:a, !1609263: 11638~17: 57.~7 NONE o:o 
2 l 1 2 0.53 107889. 0.84 11717151. 11728246. 58.10 NONE 0.0 
1 1 2 1 0.54 108321. 0.80 11825472. 11858546. 58.65 NONE 0.0 
1 n ? 2 0.54 127377. 0.81 lli52848. 12059150. 59.19 NONE 0.0 
1 1 1 r- -0~7+3 q1qo1. 0.83 12044749. 12059150. 59.62 NONE o.o 
1 1 0 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1204474<). 12059150. 59.63 PUSH 0.01 
0 1 2 2 0.64 132351. 0.81 12177100. 12167471. 60.27 NONE 0.0 
2 1 0 0 0. 0 0.0 0.0 12177100. 12~94847. 60.67 S&PR 0,40 
r--- o 1 1 o.4o 9oo3o. o.83 12261129. 12 86748. 61.07 N NE O.o 
1 1 0 C O.o 0.0 0. 0 122671?9. 12386748. 61.12 PUSH 0.04 
1 0 l 2 0,40 1015?7. 0 . 83 12368656. 12519099. 61.52 NONE 0.0 
1 _Cl 0 o 0. 0 o.o o.o 12368656. 1251q099._ __ 6l._5_6_ _ _PUSH 0.04 
1 1 ,. I 0.471 9?0b0. 0,1q 12460715. 12519oqq, 61.96 NONE o.o 
l 1 ~ 0 0. 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 12460715. 12519099. 62.01 PUSH 0~0~ 
1 l 2 2 n .40 11 25A?. . O. RO 12573277. 12609128. 62.41 NONE 0.0 
1 1 n 0 0. 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 12573277. 12609128. 62.45 PUSH 0,04 
1 l I l 0. 40 QOO~o . 0.81 12663306. 12710655. 62.85 NONE o.o 
1 1 0 n 0. 0 o.o 0 . 0 12663306. 12710655. 62.90 PUSH 0,04 
1 n ~ 7 o . ~n 130100 . 0 . 81 12793606. 12915276. 63.49 NONE 0.0 
1 l 1 1 0 ,44 Q2717 . 0 . 83 12886322. 12915276. 63,94 NONE _ 0.0 
~- - 1. --1--- . ? - o-. ,3 107889 . 0 .84 17.99 4?10 . 13005305 . 64.47 NONE o.o 
1 l ? 1 n . ~4 108121. 0 , 80 13102531. 13135605. 65.01 NONE 0.0 
1 r 2 ? 0 .~4 127377. O. R1 11229<)07. 13336209. 65.55 NONE 0.0 1 , c .4 ~ 91901 . o. s3 l33~~soa. 1333628~· 65,98 ~B~R 8·8 l 1 0 0 o.o o.o o.o 1~l ~08. 33362 • 66.0 • 1 
0 l ? 2 0 . 64 13235 1. 0 . 81 1~45415<). 13444530. 66.64 NONE 0.0 
' 1 Q 0 0. 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 13454159. 13571906. 67.04 SCPR 0.40 i n 1 1 o.4o 9oo~o0 g . ~3 ijs4ti 8a . 1~~~~R8,. ~'·4~ ~B~R 8·8 1 r o o. o o. . • o 5 88. _ • • • 4 
1 n 1 ? 0 .40 1015?7. 0.83 13645715. 137q615A. 67.88 NONE 0.0 
1 n r 0 0. 0 0.0 0 . 0 13645715. 13796158. 67.93 PUSH 0.04 
1 1 ? 1 0 . 40 Q?060 . 0 .79 11717774. 13796158. 68.33 NONE 
1 
1 
•,, 1 7 
l 0 
1 1 1 
J ,. L' IJ e 'J ll o U U o l l l :>"' 'fU"\O'J o 1:> '10 111'fo O.,.o£0 ru~n Ue 
1 ~ ? 2 0 . 60 130100. 0 . 81 14070665 . 1419?335. 69.86 NONE 0.0 
1 1 1 1 0.44 92717 . 0. 81 141633~1. 14192335. 70.30 NONE 0.0 
2 1 1 ? 0.51 107RB9. O. R4 14271269. 14282364. 70.83 NONE 0.0 
-r- - 1 0.'54 10A321. 0 . 80 143795qo. 14412664. 71.37 NONE 0,0 
1 ~ 2 ? 0.54 127177, 0 . 81 14506966. 14613268. 71.92 NONE 0.0 
1 1 1 1 0.43 9100 1. 0 . 81 l4598R67. 14613268. 72.35 NONE 0.0 1 1 o o o.o o.o n.o 14598867. 14613268. 72.36 PUSH o.o1 
0 1 ? ? l) .f\4 {'32351. O. AI 147312lR. 14721!>811. 73.00 NONE 0.0 
2 1 0 0 o.n 0 . 0 0 . 0 l47~ 1 2 l q . 1484Aq65. 73.40 SCPR 0 •• 0 
1 ~ 1 1 0. 40 00010 . 0 . 83 14?.21247. 14940866. 73.80 NnNE 0.0 
1 1 0 0 0. 0 o.o 0 . 0 l4q21247, l4Q40866. 73.85 PUSH 0.04 
-~ - -- f' -- t ? 0.4G lt1.5'7. O . R~ 14q?7774. 150737.17. 74.25 NONE 0.0 
1 ~ n 0 0. 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 14922 774. 15 073217. 74.29 PUSH 0.04 
1 1 ? 1 0 .40 9?.0~0. . 0 .7Q 15 0 14R~~. 1~ 073217. 74.69 NONE 0,0 
1 1 " (l o.n O. C' 0 . 0 1'5 0 14R~ ~. 15('\73?17. 74.74 PUSH 0,04 
........... 
1 1 2 2 0.40 112562. 0.80 15iZl395, .. 15163246~ 75.14 NONE 0.0 
1 1 0 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 15121395.,... 5163246. 75.18 PUSH 0,04 
1 l l 1 0.40 90030. 0.83 15217424. 15264773~ 75.58 NONE 0.0 
1 1 0 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 152)7424. 15264773. 75.63 PUSH 0.04 
1 n 2 2 0.60 130300. 0.81 15347724. 15469394. 76.22 NONE 0,0 
1 1 1 1 0.44 92717. 0.83 15440440. 15469394. 76.;67 NONE 0.0 
? 1 1 ? 0.5~ 107889. 0.84 15548328. 15559423. 77.20 NONE 0.0 
1___ 2 1 0.54 108321. 0.80 15656649. 15689723. 77.74 NONE 0.0 
1 n 2 2 0.54 127377. 0.81 15784025. 15890327. 78.28 NONE 0.0 
1 l 1 1 0.43 91901. 0.83 15875926. 15890327. 78.71 NONE 0.0 
1 1 0 0 o.o 0.0 0.0 15875926. 15890327. 78,73 PUSH 0.01 
a 1 2 2 a.64 132351. o.a1 1600A277. 1599B64B. 79.37 NnNF n.n 
2 1 n 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1600~277. 16126024. 79.77 SCPR -0.40 
1 0 1 1 0.40 90030. 0.83 16098306. 16217925. 80.17 NONE 0.0 
1 1 0 0 0.0 0.0 o.o 16098306. 16217925. 80.21 PUSH 0.04 
_L .r_ 1 2 0.40 101527. 0.83 16199833. 16350276. 80.61 NONE 0 1 0 1 n n 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 16199833. 16350276. 80.66 PUSH 0.04 
1 1 ? 1 0.40 °2060. 0.79 16291892. 16350276. 81.06 NONE 0.0 
1 1 n 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 16?91892. 16350276. 81.10 PUSH 0.04 
1 1 / 2 0.40 112562. 0.80 16404454. 16440305. 81.50 NONE 0.0 
1 1 ~ r 0.0 0.0 0.0 16404454. 16440305. 81.55 PUSH 0.04 
1 1 1 1 0.40 90030. n.83 16494483. 16541832. 81.95 NONE 0.0 
1 1 r 0 n.O 0.0 0.0 164q4483. 16541832. 81.99 PUSH 0.0~ 
_L --·---·------'J···-·------···----? 2 0.60 130300. 0.81 1662!783. 16746453. 82.59 NONE 0.0 
1 1 1 1 0.44 9?717. 0.83 16717499. 16746453. 83.03 NONE 0.0 
?. 1 1 7 0.5~ 1078R9. O.R4 16q25376. 16836480. 83.56 NONE 0.0 
1 1 ? 1 0.54 10~371. O.RO 16933696. 16966768. 84.10 NONE 0.0 
1 0 ? ? 0.54 127377. 0.81 17061072.17167360. 84.65 NONE 0. .. 0 
1 1 1 1 0.4~ Ql901. 0.8~ 17152960. 17167360. 85.08 NONE 0.0 
1 l r n o.o 0.0 o.o 17152960. 17167360. 85.09 PUSH 0.01 
0 1 ? ? 0.64 132351. O.R1 17285296. 17275680. 85.73 NONE 0.0 
2 --·-·1··----·---····--·-·--n- 0 0.0 o.o o.o 17285296.17403056. 86.13 SCPR 0.40 
1 n , 1 o.4o aoo~o. o.R3 17375312. 17494944. R6.53 NONE o.o 
1 l 0 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1737531?.. 17494944. 86.58 PUSH 0.04 
1 n 1 2 0.40 101527. O.R3 174768~?. 17627280. 86.98 NONE 0.0 
1 n n r o.o o.o o.o 17416832. 17627280. 87.02 PUSH Q.Q4 
1 1 2 1 0.40 92060. 0.79 17568880. 17627280. 87.42 NONE 0,0 
1 1 ~ n 0.0 0.0 0.0 17568880. 17627?80. 87.46 PUSH 0,04 
1 l ? ? 0.40 112~62. 0.80 176q1440. 17717296. B7.A6 NONE 0.0 
~--·------~-- n _o o.o 0.0 o.o 17691440. 11117296. 87.91 PUSH 8•8~ 
1 1 l 1 0.40 90030. O.B3 17771456. 17818816. 88.31 NONE. 
1 1 0 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 17771456. 17818816. 88.35 PUSH 0,04 
1 n 2 ? 0.60 130300. 0.81 17901744. 18023424. 88.95 NONE 0.0 
1 1 J 1 0.44 02717. O.R3 17Q94448. 18023424. 89.40 NONE O.Q 
2 l l 2 0.~3 107889. 0.A4 18102136. 18113440. 89.92 NONE 0.0 
1 1 ? 1 0.54 1083?1. 0.80 18210656. 18243728. 90.47 NONE 0.0 
1 n :> 2 C'.'i4 127377. 0.81 1833803?. 18444320. 91.01 NONE 0.0 
_1__ _ _ ___ _ _ ____ L __ ~~------- 1 0. 4 ~ 91901. 0. 83 18429920, 18444320. 91.44 NONE Q.Q 
1 ---- 1 n 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 184?9920. 18444320. 91.45 PUSH 0.01 
0 1 ' 2 0.~4 1323'i1. O.Rl 185622'i6. 18552640. 92.10 NONE 0.0 
2 l n o o.o o.o o.o 185622'i6. 18680016. 92.50 SCPR 0.40 
f r 1 1 0.40 90030. 0.83 18652272. 18771904. 92.90 NONE 8·8 
1 1 o n o.n 0.0 o.o 1865227?. 18771904. 92.94 PlJSR • 4 
1 " 1 ? 0.40 1015?7. 0,83 18753792. 18904240. 93.34 NONE 0.0 
1 r r r 0.0 0.0 0.0 18753792. 18904240. 93.38 PUSH 0,04 
_1_ 1 . 2 1 n.4. n 92060. r.79 18845840. 18904240. 93.78 NONE 0,8 
1· - ·- ·H 1 ------ r. n o.o o.o o.o JPB4584o. 18904240. 93.83 PUSH o. 4 1 1 ' ? 0.4n 11256?. O.Ro 18958400. 18994256. 94.23 NONE 0.0 
1 1 n 0 0.0 0.0 '),0 1Rq5A4t"Hl. 18994256. 94.?7 PUSH 0.04 
1 1 , 1 0.40 QQ030. n.A3 J004M16. 19095776. 94.67 NONE Q,Q 
l 1 0 0 0.0 g.o 0.0 19048416 • . 19095776~ .. 94.72 PUSH 8•84 1 0 2 2 O.bO 1303 O. 0.81 19118704. 1~~00384. 95.31 NONE • 
1 1 1 1 0.44 · 92717. 0.83 1<~271408. 19300384. 95.76 NONE 0.0 
2 1 1 2 0.5~ 107889. Q._8_1t ~l9379296. 19390400. · 96.29 NONE 0.0 
-1 1 2 1 0.5~ --rOR3L1. o.Ao 19487616, 19520688. 96.83 NONE o.O 
l 0 ? 2 0.54 127377. 0.81 19614992. 19721280. 97.37 NONE 0.0 
1 1 1 1 0.43 91901. 0.8~ 19706880, 19721280r 97.81 NONE 0.0 
l 1 n 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 19706880. 19721280, 97.82 PUSH 0.01 
o - 1 - , i. - 0.64 n2351. o.AI 19R39216. 19A29600. 98.46 NONE o.o 
2 1 n 0 0. 0 0.0 0.0 19R39216. 19956976. 98.86 SCPR 0.40 
1 0 l 1 0.40 90030. O,fl3 19929232. 2004A864. 99.26 NONE 0.0 
1 1 n 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 19929232. 20_Q_It1Ht61t.._ __ _99_.30 PUSH 0.04 
1 0 1 2 0. 40 101527. 0.83 2Cf030752--;-toTsr:roo. 99,70 NONE - ll.lJ 
1 0 0 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 20030752. 20181200. 99,75 PUSH 0.04 
1 1 ? 1 0 ,40 92060. 0.79 20122800. 20181200. 100.15 NONE 0.0 
l _____ L 0 0 O. 0 0 .o 0.0 20122800. 20181200, 100.19 PUSH 0.04 
1 2 ? 0.40 112562. o.so 20235360. 20271216. 100.59 NONE o.O 
l 1 o o 0. 0 o. o 0.0 20?.35~60. 20271216. 100.64 PUSH 0.04 
1 1 l 1 0.40 90030. 0 .83 20325~76. 20372736. 101.04 NONE 0.0 
1 1 0 0 0 . 0 o.o o.o ?0325376, 20372736, 101.08 PUSH O.Olt 
1 n 7 ~ 0.60 130100. 0.81 704S5664. 20577144. 101,68 NONE 0.0 
1 1 1 1 0.44 9?717. 0 .63 20548368. 20577344. 102.12 NONE 0.0 
? l 1 2 O .S~ 107AR9. O.A4 20656?5h. 20667360. 102.65 NONE 0.0 
1 l ? l 0 .54 108321. 0.8 0 20764576. 20797648. 103.20 NONE 0.0 
-1 -· r ? ? o.54 127'H7. 0.81 2oaqJ<~52. 20998240. 103.74 NONE 0.0 
l l l 1 0 .4~ 91901. 0 .83 20983840. 20998240. 104.17 NONE 0.0 
1 1 n n 0.0 0 .0 0.0 20983840. 20998240. 104.18 PUSH 0.01 
I') 1 ? ? 0. 64 132351.,_ ~0_.81 2111611_6.____21 106560. 104.e2 NONE 0.0 
r--. 1 0 o 0.0 o.o 21116176. 2T2339~6. 105~22--~ -s-Cl'R- -~
1 0 l 1 0 .4n 90030, 21206192, 21325824. 105.62 NONE 0.0 
l l 0 0 0.0 0.0 ?.1206192. 21325824. 105,67 PUSH O.Olt 
1 0 l 2 0 .40 1015?7. 21307712. 21458160, ~06,07. ~ONE 8•8 
1 n r o o.o o.o 21307712. 21458160. 06.11 USA • 4 
1 1 2 1 0.40 gzo60. 21399760. 21458160. 106.51 NONE 0.0 
1 1 0 0 0.0 0 . 0 71399760. 21458160. 106,56 PUSH 0.04 
1 1 2 2 0,40 11 25626 lt;l~320. 21548t76, 106,96 ~8~~ 8·8 t 1 o o c.o o. 37o. 2 54A 76. o7.oo • 4 
1 1 1 1 0.40 9003 0. ?1602336. 21649696, 107,40 NONE 0.0 
l l Q 0 0.0 0.0 21602336. 21649696, 107,45 PUSH 0.0. 
n ? 2 0. 60 130300. 2173 624. 21854304, 10 04 NON 
l l l l , , 4 _ • 2 'L . • 8 • • • 
' 1 1 ? O .S~ l 078R9. 21933216, 21944320, 109,02 NONE 0.0 
l l ? 1 0 , 54 10q32 1. o.eo 72041536. 22074608. 109,56 NONE 0.0 
1 c : ? o .54 127377. o . a ~ '~~g~9h~· ~,~7~~88· li8·~~ ~8~~ 8•8 I l 1 1 1 0. 4" 91 901. O. A ·- R • .. . 7 • • • I 
1 1 n n 0. 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 22 260800 . 22275200. 110,55 PUSH 0.01 
0 l ? 2 0 . 6~ 13 2351. 0 . 8 1 2 2 3931~6. 22383520. 111.19 NONE 0.0 
~ 1 n ~ 0 . 0 0 . 0 o.o 223Q3136. 22510896, 111.59 SCPR 0.40 
-,-------~ ·- 1 o. 40 9oo3o. 0.81 22 48'3152. 7.26027A4. 111.99 NONE O.o 
1 1 r n n. o 0 . 0 0 . 0 224831~?. 22602784. 112.03 PUSH 0.04 
1 ~ 1 7 0.40 1015?7. 0 . 83 ??S8467 2. ?2735120. 112.43 NONE 0,0 
1 ~ ~ n o.n 0 . 0 0 . 0 2258467?, 22735120. 112.4R PUSH 
1 1 ? Q,4Q QJQ60o- Q,7CJ 2?6rori' V o LLJJ:Jl!:Uo llLtOO J'1lJI'H:: Ve 
1 1 n 0 0 . 0 0 .0 0.0 2?676720. 227~5120, 112.92 PUSH ' 0.04 
1 l ' ? 0 .40 1125 62. O,R O 22789280 . 22825136. 113,32 NONE 0.0 
1 1 0 n 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 .0 ?.2789?80. ?2R25136, 113.37 PUSH 0.04 
--r--- -·1 - 1 1 0.40 qQo3o. 0 .81 Z28792Q6, 22926656. 113.17 NONE 0.0 
1 1 r n o.o o.o o.o 22R79?.Q6, zzq ?.6656. 113.81 PUSH o.ott 
1 I' '? ? 0,60 no ~OO. 0 . 8 1 2 ~ 00Q'5~4. 2313l?M. 114.41 NONE 0,0 
















































































o.A4 Z3l}Ol76. 232212.80. 
0.80 233 8496 ... 23351568. 
0.81 2344'5872. 7.3552160. 
1 n 1 2 0.40 101527. 0.83 25138592. 
1 n o o o.o o.o o.o 2~1385Q2. 







_L ______ _L__ 0 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2'5230640. 25289040. 125.65 PUSH 0.04 
l 1 2 2 0.40 11756?. 0,131) 2')343200. ------ - - - -- ··---- - -
1 1 0 0 o.o o.o o.o 25343200. 
1 1 1 1 0.40 90030. 0.83 2'5433216. 
n n o.n n.n n.n 7'5 
1 n ? 2 0.60 130300. O,Rl 25563~04. 
1 1 1 1 0.44 92717. 0.83 25656208. 
? 1 1 2 0.53 107889. 0.~4 25764096. 25775200. 128.11 NONE 0.0 
+-----------~----------------~-- ~ 8:~4 l~~~~~: ~:~~ ~g~~~i~~: ~ii8g6~8: i~Q:~6 ~8~~ 8:8 
l 1 l 1 0.4~ 91901. 0.83 26091680. 26106080. 129.63 NONE 0.0 
1 1 1 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 260916~0. 26106080. 129.64 PUSH 0.01 
A 1 ? ? 0.64 1~2351. 0.81 26224016. 26214400. 130.28 NONE o.o 
2 l n 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 26224016. 26341776. 130.68 SCPR 0.40 
1 n l 1 0.40 ono10. O.A3 ?~314032. 26433664. 131.08 NONE 0.0 
l 1 0 U o.o 0.0 o.o 2631403?. 26433664. 131.13 PUSH 0.04 
--+--------------------------~--------------- n --------- ~ 6:~o 10155~o 8:6 1 ~~~t§§~~: ~~§~~888: lU:§~ ~8~~ 
1 1 ? 1 0.40 Q?Q60. 0,79 ?6507hOO. 26566000. 131.q7 NONE 




., ? 0.40 117'56?. n.Pn ?A~' 
1 r n o.n o.o o.c ?66?0160. ?6656016. 
1 1 1 0.40 900~0. O.R~ ?6710176. 26757536. 









1 1 1 o.44 92717. o.~n ?693~1~R. 26962144. ·-- -- ··-··- - ... 
1 ' o.s~ lo7qRq, o.A4 ?7041056. 27052160. 
? 1 0.54 10R321. O.RO 27149376. 27182448. 
n ? ~.S4 177377. O.Rl 777767'57. 273R3 
I 1 1 1 0.43 q1qo1. 0.~3 27368640. 27383040. l35.q9 NON~ o.o l (\ 0 o.o o.o o.o 27368640. 27383040. 36.01 PUS 0.01 
I) 1 ? ? 0.64 132351. O.A1 27500976. 27491360. 136.65 NONE o.o 
2 1 0 
0 1 
Q Q.Q o.o Q.Q 21~QQ27 
1 l 0 
1 r 1 
+ (I 0 1 ? l 1 0 1 2 
0 
1 1 1 
1 1 0 
1 0 ? 
1 1 1 
-,- 1 1 r l.._f. -.) .J turn(1w'l'e Uon~ LO~LUV~Uo LO~L7L,Ve J.."fVoO"f 11UI1!;; ve 
1 1 ? 1 0.54 10R3?.1. O.AO 28426336. 28459408. 141.38 NONE o.o 
1 (i ? ? 0.54 127377. o.B1 2855311.2. 28660ooo. 141.92 NONE o.o 
] l 
1~ l (l 
!) 1 ") ( 
? 1 0 
1 n 1 
1 1 0 
l 0 , 
1 0 0 
r-~ l ~ 
1 1 2 
1 l 0 0 
-i------- l 1 l 1 0 0 VeV \loV IJeU /'~~U~U7Uo L7JLL~JUo L~:.>ov~ rv.:Jn v. 
1 0 ? 2 0.60 110300. O.A1 ?9194384. 29516064. 146.23 NONE o.o 
1 1 1 1 0.44 0271_7. O.R1 ?94870AR. 29516064. 146.67 NONE o.o 
2 1 2 
1 ? 1 1/o "J~ lL'I1_7{.lo VoOV L~I\IJ£70o L71JOJ00o ~~ f o I :J flU I'll: ve 
1 n 2 ') '- 0.54 1?7177. n.Rt ?9R30672. 29q36q6o. 148.29 NONE o.o 
1 J 1 1 0.4~ C}}901o O.R3 ?99??.5hO. zqq36q6Q. 148.72 NONE o.o 
+--~-----· ] () {1 1 ? ? 
? 1 0 0 
l () 1 l 
0 (l 
1 n 1 ? 
1 ' () 0 
1 l ? 1 
____L _____ ~ ----~ ___ , ll ___Q 
1 1 ? ? u. CflJ ll r_ -J\Jf .• \./eOU .::J\.1..,.-JlV"'t"Ve ~V"'t00070o l.:Jlo.:Jl flU I'll: ue 
1 1 n 0 o.o o.o o.o 30451040. 304868q6. 151.55 PUSH 0.04 
1 1 l 1 0.40 QQ030. O.R3 30541056. 305R8416. 151.95 NONE o.o 
1 0 () 
0 ? 
1 1 1 
? 1 1 
l l ? 
-~r--- -------· ----·----··-- --,..--.~-·------ --
1 1 l 
1 ] 0 
(I 1 ? 
j ~ ~ 
2 1 0 0 o.o o.o o.o 31 31185.6. 3144.9616. 
1 (\ l l 0.40 90030. 0.83 3142 a-n ... · 3lSU~04. 
1 1 0 0 0. 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 314l 872. 'U'541501t. 
1 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 31523392 . 31673840. 157.03 PUSH 0.04 
1 t 2 1 0.40 92060. 0.79 3161~440. 31673840. 157.43 NONE 0.0 
1 I. 0 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 31615440. 31673840. 157.47 PUSH 0.04 
l 1 2 2 0.40 112562. 0.80 3172,000. 31763856. 151.87 NONE 0.0 
1 J 0 0 0.0 0 . 0 0.0 l172 000. 3176l856. 157. 92 PUSH 0.04 
1 1 1 l 0 .40 90030. 0 . 83 318180 16. 31865376. 158.32 NONE 0.0 
l 1 0 0 0.0 0 . 0 0 . 0 318180 16 . 31865376. 158.36 PUSH 0.04 
1 r. 2 2 0 . 60 130300. 0.81 31948304, 32069984. 158.96 NONE 0.0 
1 l 1 1 0.44 92717 . 0 . 83 32041008. 32069984. 159.40 NONE 0.0 
Z l l 2 0 . 53 107889 . 0 . 84 32148896 . 32160000. 159.93 NONE 0.0 
l 1 2 1 0 .54 108321 . O.RO 32257216. 32290288 . 160.48 NONE 0.0 
] 0 ? 2 0 . 54 127317, 0,8 1 32384592. 32490880. 161.02 NONE 0.0 
1 1 1 1 0 . 43 91901 . 0.83 12476480. 32 490880 . 161.45 NONE 0.0 
1 1 n 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 324764AO . 37.49088~ 161.46 PUSH 0.01 
0 l 1 2 () . t-4 B 2351 . 0 .81 32608816 . 3259920~ ... f:'!'L 162.10 NONE 0.0 
1 " o tLO n. n n. o 32hOAS 1 F- . 32721.1\71- .V f # . • 
1 ,- 1 1 o. 4~ . 90030 . 0 . 83 32618832. 32818464.- ----q,~ 
1 l 0 0 o.o o.o o.o 32698832. 32818464. 1~2.95 
1 ~ 1 2 0 . 40 10 15?7 . 0.83 3280035?. 32950800 . 163.35 NONE 0.0 
" f) O_ _ _ Q...O_ _ ·- ___ J) .,J)__0_.. 0_--.3.2BO!l352 .. _ 329508_00.. ___ 163.39 PUSH 0 .. 04 
l 1 7 1 0.40 °?.060. 0 . 79 3?8q2400 . 329~0800, 163.79 NONE 0.0 
1 1 ~ 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0. 0 32~9?.400 . 32950800 . 163.84 PUSH 0.04 
1 1 ? ? 0 . 4C 11?.562 . O. AO ~3004Q60 . 33040816 . 164. 24 NONE 0.0 
1 1 1 o a .. o o . o a. a 33004960 . 33040816. 164. 26 PIISH o,n4 
1 1 l 1 0 .4C qoo30 . 0 .93 33094916 . 3~142336 . 164.68 NONE 0.0 
I 1 o 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 ~3094976 , 33 142336 . 164.73 PUSH 0.04 
1 n ? ?. 0 . 60 130100. O,R1 13725264 . ~3346944. 165.32 NONE 0.0 
__j_ 1 1 1 0 . 44 Q2717. 0 . 83 33311968 . 33346944.. 165.77 NONE 0.0 
2 1 1 2 0 , 53 107889. 0 . 84 334~5R56 . 33436960, 166.30 NONE 0.0 
1 1 ? 1 0 .54 108371. O. AO 33S34176 . 33567 248. 166.84 NONE 0.0 
1 0 2 ? 0.~4 121377. 0 . 8 1 33661552 . 33767840. 167.38 NONE 0.0 
1 1 1 I 0 .43 91Q0 1. 0 . 83 33153440. 33767840.. 167.81 NONE 8•8 
·1 l 0 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 33753440 . 33767840. 167.83 PUSH • 1 
0 1 ? 2 0 . 64 132351. 0 . 81 33 88 5776. 33876160 . 168.47 NONE 0.0 
2 1 ~ 0 0 . 0 0.0 0 .0 33A~517~ . 34003536, 168.87 SCPR 0.40 
....__ __ .__c:_ 1 1 0 . 40 90010 , 0.83 33975792 , 34095424. 169.27 NONE 8•8· 
1 1 0 0 0 . 0 0 .0 0 . 0 339757Q2. 34095424. 169.31 PUSH • 4 
l 0 I 2 0 . 4 0 101527. 0 . 83 34077317 , 34227160 . 169.71 NONE 0.0 
1 0 0 Q 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 , 0 34017112. 34227760. 169.76 PUSH 0.04 
t 1 ' 1 0 . 40 Q?Q60 . 0 .79 34162360. 34221760 . 170.16 NQNf 0 .. 0 
1 1 r. 0 0 . 0 o.o o.o 341~9360 . 34227760, 170.20 PUSH 0,04 
1 1 ' ? 0 . 4 0 112562 , 0 , 80 3428 1920 . 34317176. 170.60 NONE 0.0 
1 i a 0 n. n c.o 0 . 0 342~ 1 9?0 . 34317776 . 170.65 PUSH 0.04 
_L__ ____ 1 1 1 O. 't0 QQQ3Q , Q, A1 34371936 . 34419296 , 111.05 NONE 8•8 
1 1 n 0 o. o o.c o.o 343719 36 . 34419296 , 171.09 PUSH • 4 
l ~ 2 ? 0 . ~0 130300 , Q,Rl 34502224 . 34623904 . 171.69 NONE 0.0 
l 1 1 l 0 .44 02111. 0 .8~ 34594928 . 34623904. 172.13 NONE 0.0 ~ 1 1 2 0 . ~3 107889 , 0 . 84 34102~ 1 6 . 34113220. 112.66 NSME 8•8 
1 l ' 1 o . 5~ 1 0~321. o.so 34Rll13~. 34844208. 173.20 NNE. 
1 ~ ' 2 0 . 54 127~77 . 0 . 81 34938~1 2 . 35044800. 173.75 NONE 0.0 
1 1 1 1 ~ . 43 91901 . O.A 3 15010400 . 3~044800 . 174.18 NONE 0.0 
L- 1 n o o. o o.o 0 . 0 35010400 . 35044800 . 114.19 PUSH 8•81 
o - - -· -~- - ? 2 o.M 13?351 . 0 .81 3~ 162736, 35153120 . 174.83 NONE. 
7 1 ~ 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 Q, O 35162736 . 35280496 . 175.23 SCPR 0.40 
1 r 1 1 0.40 QQ030 . O. R3 3S2~2752 . 35372384. 175.63 NONE 0.0 
1 1 o a o. o o. o o. o 352"2152 . 35372384, 115.68 PUSH 0.04 
1 I) 1 2 0.40 101527. 0.83 3-5J~2l2~ 3J-m728• 176.08 NONE 8·8 1 0 0 0 o. 0 0 .o 0 .o 353 2 2. J · ~72 • 76.12 PUSH • 4 
1 1 ? 1 0.40 92060. O. 79 3544$320. 3'550472-0. 116.52 NONE 0.0 
- i .._____,. i . ~·. ·• i 
1 1 0 n n. o 0.0 0.0 35446320. 35504720. 176.57 PUSH 0.04 I 1 ' ~ o:4o 1 1756'-: ~:Ao j5~58~~~: 3~5~47~~: h6:9t NO~e o!o -- -
1 l 0 0 0 . 0 0 .0 0.0 35551880. 3559473'6. 117.01 PUSH 0.04 
1 1 1 1 0.40 90030. 0.83 3564 896. 35696256. 117.41 NONE 0.0 
1 l 0 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 35648896. 35696256. 177.46 PUSH 0 .. 04 t n 2 2 o.6o 13o3oo. o:a1 '3~714184. 159oo864. 178.05 NDNE a:a-
1 1 1 1 0.44 92717. 0.83 35871888. 3590086/t. 178.50 NONE 0.0 
l 1 1 2 0.53 l0788Q. 0.84 35Q7~776. 35990880. 179.03 NONE 0.0 
? 1 0 . 54 108321. 0.80 3608809 
0 ? - - - z- - - 0 . 54 l c. , :.1 , , • 
1 ' 1 1 0 . 43 9 t 90 1. 
1 1 0 (I o.o o.o 









o U V o U V o U 2UO~~~:.J£o 3 01 0 100Vo l OC.o ~7 ru~n Y• 
l l ~ I 0 . 40 q?OhO. 0 .79 3677.37~0. 36781680. 182.89 NONE 0.0 
1 1 0 0 o.o o.o 0 .0 l672)280. 36781680. 182.93 PUSH 0.04 
1 1 ? 2 0 .40 11?~62 . O.RO 368~,840. 36871696. 183.33 NONE 0.0 
1 1 n 0 0 . () 0.0 D. O 36R ~~R40. 36R110%. 1R3.38 PUSH (I.O'lt 
1 1 1 l 0 .40 ooo30 . 0 . 83 3692 5A56 . 36 973216. 183.78 NONE 0.0 
1 1 0 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 ~6925R56 . 36973216. 183.82 PUSH 0.04 
r ~ ~ i 8 :~£ 1 4~n~: 8:~1 1~£~U4§: 11HtR~1: Ut:~~ QBg~ 8:8 
2 1 l ? O. '51 1078f!q. 0 . 84 37256716. 'H267840 . 185.39 NONE 0'.0 
1 1 ? 1 0.54 1 0~32 1. 0 . 80 373650 '56. 37398128. 185.93 NONE 0.0 













1 T - 0 .43 - - 91q01 . Oo n J ~ ~ 1 0 ~ -•c v o 
1 r o o.o o.o o.o 375A it3?o . 
1 ? ? 0 .64 1323"1 · 0 . 8 1 37716656. 










0 0. 0 n . O 0 . 0 180007.40 . 3R058b40 . l 8q .3o PUSH 
/ 0. 4n 1125b2. O. RO ~Rll 2800 . 38 148656 . 189.70 NONE 
0 n_r n. n n.n ~R 11,AOO . l814R656. 189.74 PUSH 
• 0.04 
o.o 
1 fl o ltl' ' llJI) '\ U o l' o r" j 'H1/U l 0 1 0 o j!1£"JV.1 I O o 1'1Vo1"t 11Uru: Y• 
1 ~ 0 o . ~ 0 . 0 0 . 0 1820 28 16 . 3R250176. 190.18 PUSH 0.04 
n , t n. 60 13n100 . 0 . 81 ~~~33 1 04 . 384'54784. 190.78 NONE 0.0 
1 1 1 n. 44 02117 . 0 .81 38425808 . 38454784. 191.23 NONE 0.0 
- r- -~-- -- 7 n. "i1 107AP.Q . o. A4 181i'H606. 38544800. 191.75 NONE 0.0 
1 ' l 0 . 54 108321 . O.AO 1Rf>42016 . 38675088. 192.30 NONE 0.0 
"' ' Z 0 .'14 P7l77. 0 . 8 1 187693Q2 . 38875680. 192.84 NONE 0.0 
1 1 l 0 . 4~ Q1Qt1 1. O. R3 3A~b l 2AO . 18875680. 193.27 NONE 0.0 
I r n (I ') . O o. u IJ o ll ,11 /HH / ,U o ,, o,~onv. l "f~e £0 r"'U.Jn Ye 
0 1 ., 2 n . 64 1~'351. 0 . 81 38Q936 16. 38984000 . 193.93 NONE 0.0 
? l ;1 0 0 . 0 0 .0 0 . 0 3RQ9361 6 . 3Q tll'376. 194.33 SCPR 0.40 
1 ~ l l 0 . 40 ° 0030 . 0 . 83 39083~32 . 3Q203Z 64. 194.73 NONE 0.0 
1 - -- 1 ~- n '1 o . o o . o o . o 3q0R36":\2. 1q7o1264 . 194.77 PUSH o.o4 
1 r 1 ? 0 . 40 1015 ? 7 . O. A3 3q1A5l~l . 39~1 56 00 . 195.17 NONE 0.0 
1 r n 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 ~~lA ~l ~? . 19315600 . 195.21 PUSH 0.04 
1 1 ? 1 n . 40 920AO . 0 .1q ~921 1 7 00 , 1Q3~56 0Q , 195.61 NONE Q,Q 
;- ·, I 
1 1 0 0 0.0 0.0 0,0 39277200. 39335600; ~ 195,66 PUSH 8·8· 1 1 ' 2 0 ,40 11 2562, 0 ,80 3938'H60, ... 39425616. 196.06 NONE • 
1 1 0 0 0. 0 0 . 0 0 , 0 3938 9760. 39425616, 196.10 PUSH 0.04 
1 L _ 1 _l ___ 0. 40 OQQ':\0 . __ 0~.83 ..394_79776. 39 S2713Et..._ __ ___l ~50 NONE 0.0 
1 1 0 o 0. 0 0 . 0 o.o 39479776 . 39527136, 196.55 PUSH---0.04 
1 n. ? 2 0. 60 130300 . 0.81 39610064, 39731744. 197.14 NONE 0.0 
1 1 1 1 0.44 92717 . 0 . 83 3970276A, 39731744. 197,59 NONE 0.0 
'J 1 l _____ 2 _ 0. 15~ 107889. 0.84 39810656. 39821160. _198 .. 12 NONE 0.0 
1 1 2 1 0,54 108321. 0 ,80 39918976. 39952048. 198.66 NONE 0.0 
1 0 ? 2 0. 54 127377. 0.81 40046352. 40152640. 199, 20 NONE 0.0 
t 1 t 1 0.43 91901. 0.83 40138240. 4015 2640. 199.64 NONE 0.0 
' 1 n __ _n_~n____ n ~ n n.n i.OUA1t.n~ 40lli1A40. JQ9.6Ci PII~H n.n1 
0 1 2 ~ 0. 64 132351. 0.81 40278576, 40260960. 200 . 29 NONE 0.0 
2 t 0 0 0. 0 0 . 0 0.0 4027 576. ~0388336. 200.69 SCPR 0.40 
1 C 1 1 0. 40 90030 . 0.83 4036 592. 40480224. 201.09 NONE 0.0 
t 0 1 
1 r n 
l 1 ? l 0, 40 92060 . 0 ,79 40554160. 40612560. 201,98 NONE 0.0 
1 1 fl 0 _O_.._Q o. o o. o 40554160 . 40612560.. 202 .. 02 PUSH . 0.04 
t 1 ? 2 0,40 11?562. o . s o 40666720 . 4070?.576. 202 .42 -N~Nf 0.0 
l 1 0 0 0, 0 0 , 0 O, Q 40666720 . 40 702576, 202.47 PUSH 0.04 
1 1 t 1 0, 40 90030 . o . ~ ~ 40756 736, 40804096, 202. 87 NONE 0.0 
1 L____ n fL...D_ 0 . 0 0 . 0 40756736. 40804096. 202.91 PUSH 0.04 
1 r ? 2 0 . 60 110300 , 0 . 81 4QqA 7024 . 4100A704, 203 ,51 NONE 0.0 
1 J l 1 0.44 92 717 , O, R3 40q7972~ . 41008704. 203,95 NONE 0.0 
2 1 1 ? 0 , 51 1 0 7 ~A9 , O, R4 410A7616. 41098720 . 204 ,48 NONE 0.0 
I 1 ? 1 0, 54 108321, O, BO 411 9 5936 , 41229008 . 205 .03 NONE o.g 
1 r ? 2 0 . ~~ 127~7 7. O, Rl 4132 ~~12, 41429600. 205 .57 NONE O. 
l 1 l 1 0.43 01901 . 0 . ~3 41415200 . 41429600 , 206 . 00 NONE 0.0 
l 1 0 0 0, 0 0 . 0 ~ . 0 41415200 . 41429600 , 206 .01 PUSH 0.01 
" 1 7 7 0 . 6~ l32 35l ._ __ Q._8_L!t_L5_47'>3 6, 41537920. 206.65 NONE 0.0 
2 1 o o o. o o . o o . o 41"47536. 41665296, 201.o5 · scPR-- - o-.40 
l r 1 1 0.40 90030 , D . ~~ 41 637552. 41757184. 207.45 NONE 0.0 
1 l 0 0 0. 0 0 . 0 0. 0 41617552 , 41757184, 207 .50 PUSH 0.04 
1 0 1 2 0, 40 101527 , 0 , 83 4173901 2. 41889520. 207.90 NONE 0.8 1 
l 0 0 0 o. o o . o o. o 41 739072 . 41889520. 207.94 PUSH o. It I 
1 1 2 l 0, 40 92060. 0 .79 41~111 20 . 41889520. 208,34 NONE 0.0 
1 1 0 n 0, 0 0.0 0 . 0 41 ~311 20 . 418895~0. 208.39 PUSH 0.0. 
1 1 ? 2 0. 40 112')62. 0 . 80 41 943680. 41979536 . 208.79 NONE 8•8 
1 l 0 0 0, 0 0. 0 0 . 0 41943680 , 41979536. 208 . 83 PUSH • 4 
1 l 1 1 0. 40 90010 , O, A3 42033696 , 42081056 . 209 . 23 NONE 0.0 
1 1 0 0 o.n 0 . 0 0 , 0 420 33696 . 42081056 . 209 . 28 PUSH O.O't 
1 0 2 7 0 . 6 0 130300 , 0 , 81 421 63984 . 42285664 . 209 .87 NONE 0.0 
1 1 1 l 0. 44 Q?. 717, 0 , 83 422566AA , 42285664. 210,32 NONE 0.0 
? 1 1 2 o .r; ~ 107R80 , 0 , 84 42364576 . 42375680 . 210,85 NONE 0.0 
1 1 ? l C, 54 1 0~12 1 . 0 , 80 4?472896, 42505968 , 21 1,39 NONE 0.0 
_ l _ n 7 2 0, 54 177377. 0 . ~ 1 47600272, 42706560. 211.93 N8NE 8•8 
1 l 1 1 0,43 91Q0 1. O. A3 42692 160 , 42 706560. 212 . 36 N NE. 
1 t n ~ 0. 0 Q, O 0 , 0 4269?.160, 42706560, 212.38 PUSH 0.01 
0 1 ? 2 0. 64 1121, 1, Q, Rl 42824496, 42814880. 213.02 NONE 0.0 
~ 1 r t 0. 0 o . o o . o 4?R24496 . 42942256. 213.§2 s~~R 8•30 
t n l 1 0, 40 90010 , 0 . 83 4?914512 . 43034144 . 213 , 2 N E. 
1 1 r a 0. 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 47Q l 4Sl 2, 43034144. 213 . 86 PUSH 0.0. 
t n 1 ~ 0, 40 1015?7 , O, A3 43016032 . 43166480 , 214 . 26 NONE 0.0 
_ _L ____ Q ___ I) 0 0, 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 43016032. 43166480 , 214.31 PUSH 0.04 
1 t 7 1 0. 40 92060 . 0 . 7Q 431 080~0 . 43 166480. 214. 71 NONE 0.0 
1 1 0 0 0, 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 4310BOAQ, 43166480 , 214.75 PUSH 0.04 
1 1 7 7 0. 40 112562 . O. BO 43220~40 , 43256496 , 215,15 NONE 0.0 
















































































J · ~ · · 
90030. o.A3 4331.0656. 43358016. 
o.o o.o 43310656. 43358016. 
\} . \ } UeV "t't ,O :J ll 'tVo "t"t't't:J't'tVo 
l P562 . O. RO 44497600. 44533456. 
o.o o.o 444q7600. 44533456. 
---o;o o.o 44587616. 44634976. 
130~00 . O. Al 44717904. 44A39~84. 
























.- e J-r l r. f -J f r e u e n .t.. ~,J -. ~.'J.L .Jr e ..,.U.J:Jf,......,.V• C.~L •V :;J I .. U,,.l:. ue 
1 1 0 . 43 ~lQOl . 0.~ 3 46523040. 46537440. 231.46 NONE 0.0 
0 0 n. o o.o o.o 46523040. 46537440. 231.47 PUSH 0.01 
L ? ?. 0. 64 13 23~1 . 0 .81 46~55376. 46645760. 232.11 NONE o.o 
· - 0 ·1 . 0 0. 0 o.o 4fi6S5376 . 46773136. 232.51 SCPR 0.40 
1 1 0.40 Q0030. O. R1 46745392. 46865024. 232.91 NONE 0.0 
n 0 o. o 0 . 0 0 . 0 467453Q2. 46865024. 232.96 PUSH O.Oit 
1 2 0 . 40 1015?7. 0 .~3 46 846912. 46Q97 
1 •0_____ [\ 7)-- -{) . 0 0 . 0 0 o0 4 68't0 '1ll o "t0'1'1L,OUe ~:;J:Ja'tV I"'V;)n Vo 
1 1 ? 1 0 . 40 9~060 . 0.79 46°38960. 46997360. 233.80 NONE 0.0 
1 1 n 0 0 . 0 0 .0 ~.0 46938960. 46997360. 233.8~ PUSH 0.04 
t 1 7 ? 0 .40 1125~? . O. AO 47051520 . 47087376. 234.25 NONE 0.0 
- T - 1 " 0 o. (l 0 .0 0 . 0 47051520. 47087376. 234.zq PUSH 0.04 
J 1 1 1 o .4n 9no3o . o . A3 47141536 . 47188896. 234.6q NONE o.o 1 
l 1 n 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 471415~6 . 471R~8q6 . 234 .74 PUSH 0.04 
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n 1 ? 
? 1 D 
1 n 1 
_1_ ________ .. ,_ ----~~------ 0 \' \:I \J v •'' u. u }\) J I YL { r. -/VU7..17V:J'A '.1' •Y-1 ryJ!J u•v,. 1 ('I 1 - - ·- ·-·--- - -- -------- ------·- --- ·- ··-··- --
1 r n 
1 , ? 
l l J 
1 1 
_L 1 
l. - -- - ------
1 r 












e ~.Je~JV 1\,.J~J~JL,-\IV • .)V7.10/7.~{Je 
0.0 0.0 50AA2400. 5091A256. 









1 0 2 2 0.54 127377. 0.81 51538992. 51645280. 256.48 NONE -o;-o 
1 t 1 1 0.43 q1901. 0.83 51630880. 5161t5280. 256.91 NONE 0.0 
1 l 0 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0~0 51630880. 51645280. 256.93 PUSH 0.01 
a 1 2 2 o . 64 132351. o.at 51763216. 51?53600. ___251_._51 ____ NllftE ___ o.o 
~ 1 o o o.o o. o o. o 51763216. 5tsa0976. 257.97 stP« o.4o 
1 r 1 1 0 .40 90030 , 0.83 5185323 2 . 1H972A64. 258.37 NONE 0.0 
1 1 n 0 0 .0 0.0 0,0 518S3231 . 51972864. 258.41 PUSH O.Oit 
t- + 6 5 8:6° 1015~?o ~:8 3 ~l4~t~~~: ~~~8~~88: ~~S:U ~BIR 8:84 
1 \ 2 1 0 ,40 q2060 . o. 79 52046800 . 521015200. 259.26 NONE 0,0 
1 1 0 0 0,0 0 .0 0.0 52046800. 52105200. 259.30 PUSH O.Oit 
l 1 2 'J 0.40 11711£,2. 0.80 5\'?11\9~60. 'i219'i2tt'l. 2'iQ.70 NnNF 0.0 
1 1 o o -0 ~0- - ~- -~o-- -o . 0 -52 15~360 . 5219'.,-216~ - 2590-5 -~- f)OSR - - 0,04 
1 1 ' 1 1 0 .40 ooQ30 . 0.83 52249376. 52296736, 260. 15 NONE 0,0 
1 1 0 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 S2249376. 52296736. 260.19 PUSH 0,04 
1 0 ? 2 0•60 1 30~00 . 0 , 81 52379664, 52501344, __ 260_. !CL ___ MO_NE__~_O_~ 
1 1 1 1 0.44 qz717 . O. Bl 52472"368. 52501344. 261.23 NONE 0.0 
? l l 2 0 . '>1 107RR9 . 0 . 84 52580256. 52591360. 261.76 NONE 0.0 
1 1 ? 1 0 . 54 108371 . 0 . 80 5268~576 . 52721648. 262.30 NONE 0,0 
1 !) 2 "Z 0 . 54 127377. 0. 81 52815957. 52922240, 2_62.85 ~O_NE_ __ _O.J) 
I ] 1 l 0 .4':3 I'H901 . 0,8'3 57.907840. szq?ll4D. 263.28 NONE ~--u;u 
1 1 n o o.o o.o o.o 52907840 . 52qz2240, 263 .29 PUSH o.ot 
0 1 ., ? 0.64 13?.315 1. 0. 8 1 53040176. 53030560. 263 .93 NONE 0,0 
2 l 0 0 0 . 0 o.o 0 . 0 '53040176 , 53157936. 264.33 SCPR O.ltO 
n t 1 0,40 qoo~o . 0 . 8'3 53130192, 51£49824, 264.73 NONE 0.0 
l 1 n 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 531 ~OlQ? , 53249~24 . 764,78 PUSH 0,04 
1 0 1 2 0 .40 1015 27 . 0 . 83 512~ 1712. 53382160. 265,18 NONE 0.0 
t ~ 9 ~ 8:£o q2o~~? 8 : ~q ~~~'-~tt~ : ~~~R~l28: ~~~:~~ ~H~~ 8:8' 
1 1 n 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 5"VH60. 53382 160 . 26'5.66 PUSH 0.04 
1 J 2 7 0 .40 1 1?562. Q, RO 534~ 6320 . 5147?176 . 266 .06 NONE 0.0 
1 J 0 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 53436320 . 53472176 . 266.ll PUSH 
1 1 o.4o 90030 . o. IJ 
1 
1 
1 0 0 o.o 0 . 0 n.o '53S2633h . 53573696. 266 .55 PUSH 
n ? ? 0 . 60 130100 . o . ~l 53656624 . 53778304. 267.15 NONE 
1 1 1 0 .44 Q2717 . 0 . 83 
l 1 ? 
l !' ? 
1 1 l 
• 0.04 
o.o 
----, . . . 
o 1 ., ? 270,29 NONE 0.0 
? 1 "' 0 270 .69 SCPR O.ltO 
l ~ ~ b ~H :¥4 ~B~R 8:84 
1 " 1 2 211.54 NONE 0.0 
1 r "' 0 271.58 PUSH 0.04 
_L_ 2 1 27 .98 NONE 
l 1 •· . • • lie l 1 ? 2 5474q136 , 272.43 NONE 0.0 
1 l n 0 212.47 PUSH 0.04 
r t A b ~H :SJ ~B~R 8:84 
1 n .., '2 273.51 NONE 0.0 
1 l 1 1 273.96 NONE 0,0 
? . 1 1 7 74 49 ON 
-~1~- - -- - -,- - -- • . t • • • • • • t: "• 
1 " ? ? Q, c;4 127177 . P. . Rl 5'>169~7? . 55476160. 275 .57 NONE 0.0 
t 1 l 1 0. 43 QlQOl. O. A1 5'i46 17M . 55476160. 276 . 00 NONE 0,0 
1 1 n 0 " · " o. n f) . n ~'i46)7AO . 1154761 60 . 276 .01 PUSH Q,Ql 


























1 0 ? 
1 1 1 
' 1 1 
0 o.o 
1 0.40 (l o.o 
_l_ ? I lle--1.,.. IVQJLie Y•QU 1Q~17"f4Sle -.zp'I-JG-JL:Qe £QJ.•rl77 IJllfJt: UeU l 0 ? ..,. A -~ .. "' .. ___ - ..... -111·•- ......... ... _.. ____ A --· -- a.•-••- ---
1 1 l 
l 1 () 
f) 1 ? 
? 1 " 0 o.o 
1 n 1 1 0.40 
1 1 0 0 o.o o.o 
_L _____ fJ___. _________________ _l 2 ().ItO l nl 'i?7. ,. A\1 , I U'JL -L t{. , f (I "I "TV• '-P"T*' \,1 r•vr•b u•v 
1 (', (') 0 0.() o.o ~ ~ ~-~-~~~~ ~-~-~~-~ ~~· ... - .. -.. - -· 
1 1 .., 1 0.4n Q?IJflO. 




1 ? ? ().4('1 
1 n 0 0.0 
1 l 1 1). 40 
1 o o n.o 
_L ______ _ 
-----"------ ? ? 0.60 13.,3,.0. O."J 57487504.57609184. 266.24 NONE 0.0 






1 1 2 0.53 
1 ? 1 0.54 
n ? 7 0.5 
1 1 1 0.43 • 1 0 0 o.o 0.01 
1 ? ? 0.64 132351. o.o 
_'?___________ 0 0.0 0.0 ~~·v .tt7LJVY.J.Y• IVC:V.tl rye 'vze 1\J ..l\«[ll v•:~v I n 1 1 o. 40 qoo3o. - ......... ~ ......... ..,.,,..,_........ ,_,.. ..... --~ ·" -- .... ·- ............. .... 1 
1 
1 
l 0 0 o.o o.o 
n 1 ? 0.40 1015?7. 
n n 
l 1 ? 
1 l 0 
l l 7 
_l_ _______ --- __________________ 1- ________ _j} 
1 1 l 
1 1 0 o.o 
1 i: ? 2 0.60 
? 1 1 
1 l ? 







_l ______ ._ ________ ·----- ________ ]_______________ _ ___ _L_ I \!•.,. 7 1. -~u 1. I \,1. p ' 1 -.' 7' u::yv. 1""1 .JU 1 v:rv. ' z .It y 7 J!V!Jb x·~ I 
1 1 ':' - -- -- "- --~---·- ------·- --- ·- - .. -.. .. 
• 
0 1 7 o.o 
') 1 0 0 0.40 
r 1 
1 1 o o o.o · -o.to o;o 59.5itt992., 59634624. 296.59 PUStt 8·84 
1 0 1 2 0.40 10152r. 0.83 596 6512. -59766960. 296.99 NONE • 
1 0 0 0 0,0 0.0 0.0 59616512. 59766960, 297.03 PUSH 0,04 
1 1 2 1 0.40 92060. 0.79 59708560. 5976.6..91tO..u_u_ 297 .. 43 NONE 0.0 1 1 o o o.o o.o o.o 5<nos56o. 5q766960. 297.48 POSH 0.04 
1 1 2 2 0.40 112562. 0.80 59~21120, 59856976. 297,88 NONE 0.0 
1 1 0 0 Q,O 0.0 0,0 59821120. '>9856976, 297,92 PUSH 0.04 
_ ........... _~-~_.L _ ____ _...__ __ --'----""-L~- _ 9_003_0_..__ __ _0_.113__5_9_9_1113 6. 59 95 84 96. 298. 3 2 NONE 0. 0 
1 l o o o.o o.o o.o 59911136. 59C)58496. 298.37 POSH 0.04 
1 0 ? ? 0.60 130300. 0.81 60041424. 60163104. 298.96 NONE o.o I 
1 1 1 1 0 ,44 92717. 0.83 60134128. 60163104. 299,41 NONE 0.0 
2 1 1 2 0. 53 107889. 0.84 60242016.__60253120_..__ 299.93 NONE 0 .. 0 
1 l __ 2 ___ - 1 0 ,54 108321. 0.80 60350336. 60383408. 3oo.48 NONE o.o 
1 0 7 2 0 .54 1?7377, 0.81 60477712. 60584000. 301.02 NONE 0.0 
t 1 1 1 0.43 91901. 0,83 60'>6~600. 60584000, 301.45 NONE 0.0 
1 l 0 0 0 , 0 0,0 0,0 60569600. 60.584000. 301.46 PUSH 0.01 
---,y ----- l ? 2 0 ,64 132351. 0.81 60701936. 60692320. 302.10 NONE o.o 
2 l n 0 0,0 0,0 0.0 60701936, 60819696. 302.50 SCPR 0.40 
l n 1 1 0,4f' 90030. 0.8~ 60791:952. 609ll584. 302,90 NONE 0.0 
1 1 0 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 60791952. 60911584. 302.95 PUSH 0.04 
1 0 1 2 0.40 101527. 0,83 60893472. 61043920. 303.35 NONE 0.0 
1 0 0 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 60893472. 61043920. 303.39 PUSH 0.04 
1 1 2 1 0 .40 92060. o. 79 60985520. 61043920. 303.79 NONE 0.0 
1 1 0 IJ 0 ,0 0,0 0,0 609R5520. 61043920. 303,84 PUSH 0.04 
1 l 2 2 0.40 ll?562. 0,80 304.24 NONE o.o 
1 1 0 0 0. 0 0 . 0 0 .0 304.28 PUSH 0.04 
1 1 1 1 0 .40 Q0010. O . fl~ 304.68 NONE 0.0 
1 Q 0 0 1 p 
1 l) ( 0 . 60 130300 . 0 . 8 1 
1 1 1 o • 44 q 211 7 • o • ·s, 
:> 1 l 0,53 10788q , 0 , 84 
1 ? 0 . 54 1 0~32 1. 0 , 80 
t " ? ? () , l) l. l? 7, I) ,Rl • 
1 1 1 1 C\ . 43 q1g0 1. O,R1 NONE 0.0 
1 1 0 ') O, IJ 0 . 0 0 , 11 PUSH 0,01 
0 l ? ? 0 • M B?. 3 5 1 • 0 . 'H NONE 0. 0 
l " II V o V U o V V o V 'J1'11 ·,0 '10 o O t: V700:;JOo :JVOo 
1 " l 1 0 . 40 Q0010 . O,R3 6206~912. 62188544. 309.27 NONE 
1 1 r. 0 o.o 0 , 0 0 .0 62068912. 62188544. 309.31 PUSH 0.04 
1 r-. 1 ? 0,40 101527. O.R3 62170432. 623208_80, _ _309371 __ N_O.NE 0~0 
1 ~· n 0 0 , 0 0 . 0 0 .0 621704'32. 62120880. 309,76 PUSH ~ 
1 l 2 1 0 .40 92060, O. 79 62262480. 62320880. 310.16 NONE 0.0 
1 l 0 0 0 . 0 0 .0 0 . 0 62262480, 62320880. 310.20 PUSH 0.04 
1 1 ? 2 o .4o 1125620 g.ao 6~37~040, 621!8~96. ~t8·6~ ~B~A 8·8 l 1 0 0 0. () 0 . • 0 6 17 040. 62 96. • 6 • 4 
t 1 1 1 0 .40 90010, O,A3 62465056. 62512416. 311.05 NONE 0.0 
1 1 0 0 0 , 1) 0 . 0 0 , 0 62465056. 621512416, 31l.09 PUSH 0.04 
1 C 'l ? 0 , 60 130JQO. 0 . 81 62595344. 62717024. 311.69 NONE 0.0 
J 0 .44 <J2Tir. 0 , 8 l 6268804R. 62717024. 312.13 NONE 0.0 
? 1 l 0 ,51 lOJRSq. O.A4 6279 5936. 62807040. 312.66 NONE 0.0 
1 1 ? 0 . 54 108321. O,f!O 62904?.56, 62937328. 313.20 NONE 0,0 
1 " ?. 0 . 54 12 n 7 7. 0 t R l 6 3 0 ~ i 6 3 2 • 6 3 B 7 9 ~g t n l• 7 a ~8~~ 8 t 8 I 1 1 1 0 .4~ 91QOJ . o .83 63 12 52o. 63 _ 79 • .1 • 
1 l o 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 63 123520 .63137920. 314.19 PUSH 0.01 
fl l 2 0 .'>4 137151. O,R1 6~?55R~6. 63246240, 314.R3 NONE 0.0 
;> 1 0 0. 0 0 .0 0.0 632t;5B56 . 63373616. 315.23 CPR 0 40 
__ l ___ ---- , . • " • • . • • • • 
l 1 n 0 0 , 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 63345R72. 6346t;504, 315.67 PUSH 0.04 
l r l 2 0 .40 1015?7, O. R3 634473Q2 , 6315Q 7840. 316.07 NONE 0.0 
1 n 0 n O, Q 0 . 0 0 . 0 6~447~92, 63597840, 316.12 PUSH 0.04 
I 
1 1 ? 1 0 ,40 9 2060. 0, 79 63-534J448• ·.63597840. 316.52 NONE 0,0 
1 l 0 0 0 . 0 0.0 0 ,0 6353.,44 , ... 63597840, 316.56 PUSH 0.04 
1 1 2 2 0 .40 112562 , 0 .80 63652000. 63687856, 316,96 NONE 0,0 
I I 0 0 O, 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 63652000. 63687856. 311.01 _ . PlJSH 0.04 
l 1 1 1 0 ,40 900'30 . 0.83 63742016 , 63789376, 317,41 ~ONE 0.0 
1 1 0 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 ,0 63742016. 63789376, 317.45 PUSH 0.04 
1 0 'J ? 0 .60 130300 . 0 ,81 6'3872304, 63993984. 318.05 NONE 0.0 
1 1 l 1 0 .44 92711. 0.83 6 3961§Qft8_._ 63993.984. 318 .. 49 NONF 0 .. 0 
' 1 1 2 0 .53 107889, 0.84 64072896, 64084000. 319.07. NONE 0.0 
1 1 ? 1 0 .54 108:J21. 0.80 6418 1216, 64214288, 319,t;6 NONE 0.0 
1 0 '? 2 0.54 127377. 0,81 64308592, 64414880, 320 ,11 NONE 0.0 
1 1 1 1 0 .43 9190 1. 0.83 64400480. 64414880 . 'U1l~ li4 NONF 0.0 
l 1 0 0 0 . 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 644004AO, 64414880, 320 ,55 PUSH 0.01 
0 1 ? 7 0 . 64 13?~51. 0 , 8164532816 . 64523200 , 321.19 NONE 0,0 
~ l 0 0 o. o 0 . 0 0.0 64532816 , 64650576, 321.59 SCPR 0,40 
1 f' 1 1 0 . 4 0 90030 . 0 .83 6 4622837 . 64742464. 321 .. 99 NONE 0.0 
l 1 0 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 , 0 M622832 , 64742464, 322,04 PUSH 0.04 
l f"· l ? 0 .40 1015?7 . 0 . 83 64724352 . 648748 00 , 322.44 NONE 0,0 
1 n n 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 , 0 64 724~52 . 64874800, ~22,48 PUSH 0.04 
1 1 2 1 0 . 40 Q2060 . 0 .. 7Q 61t.Bl.6400 .. 61t1H480Q.._ _ 3.22 .. 88 NONE 0.0 
1 1 0 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 64816400 . 648 74800, -- 322,93 PUSH 0.04 
1 1 ? 2 0 . 40 11 2562 . 0 , 80 64Q28Q60. 64964fH6 . 323.33 NONE 0 , 0 
1 1 " 0 0 , 0 0 . 0 0 , 0 64928960 . 649648 16 . 323 , 3 7 PUSH 0,04 
l 1 _l_ __ L __ 0 . 4(1 90010 .. 0 .. 83 65018CJ7ft . 1,5066'B6.. 323 .77 NONE 0.0 
l 1 0 0 o. o o.o o.o 650UJt:l76--;-65066336 , 323~!H PHSH -- 0,04 
t 0 'J '? 0 . 6 (1 1 30 ~00 . O. Al 6 'H49264 , 65210944 . 324 .41 NONE 0,0 
l 1 1 1 0 . 4t. Q?117 . 0 . 83 65241968 , 65270944 . 324 , 85 NONE 0.0 
? 1 1 2 0 . '>1 107RRCJ . O. R4 6514QR'56 . 65~60960 .. 325 . 3 Jl NONF 0.0 
l l ~ t 11 , c;4 1CHB 21 . O. RO 6545fH76. 65491248 . 325 ,<l3 -NONE 0,0 
1 r ., 2 O. 'i4 1?7377 . 0 . 81 65')85552 . 65691840. 326,47 NONE 0.0 
1 1 1 1 1') , 41 Q1 90 1. 0 . 83 65617440 . 656Ql 840 . 326 . 90 NONE 0.0 
11 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 o.o 656774 40. 656918 40 . 326.91 PUSH 0.81 
0 1 ? 2 0 . 6 4 13'J1 5t. O. fl l 6 '51l'J9776 . 65800160 , 3 27. 55 NONE O, 
? 1 n 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 6'5809776 . 65927536 , 327,95 SCPR 0,40 
1 " 1 l 0 , 4 0 900 30 . 0 , 81 658997Q2 , 66019424. 328,35 NONE 0,0 
1 I (' Q n. o 0 . 0 0 . 0 6589t7Q2 . 66019424. 32;-~s ~H~~ 8•84 1 (' 1 7 o.4o 101s21 . o .s~ 6600 31 2 . 66 151760. 32 ••
1 r 0 0 0 , 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 MOOB12 . 66151760, 328,84 PUSH 0.04 
1 1 2 1 0 . 40 9?060 . 0 .19 66093360 , 66151760. 329.24 NONE 0,0 
1 1 n 0 O. Q 0 . 0 0 .. 0 66093360. 66,5~~~0, ~~9~~~ PM~~ 8•84 1 1 ' 2 o . 4 o 11 256? , o. ao 662059?0 . 66 4 6. ~ 9. N. 
l 1 " 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 6620S<l 20 . 66241776, 329,73 PUSH 0.04 
1 1 1 1 0 , 40 90030 . 0 . 83 66?95936 . 66343296 . 330.13 NONE 0,0 
1 1 o o o. o o. o o. o 66295936. 66343296. 330.+9 ~MsH 8•84 
l "- 'J 2 O. f> O 130300 . 0 . 8 1 66426224. 66547904. 330.NE. 
1 1 t 1 Q. 44 Q2717 . 0 . 83 66518928 . 66547904, 331.22 NONE 0,0 
' 1 1 ' 0 , 51 l0788Q . 0 . 84 66b26816 . 66637920. 131,75 NONE 0.0 
__JL_ . 2 1 0 . 54 10832 1. o . RO 66 7351 36 . 66768208. 332.29 N8N~ 8.8 1 n ? '? 0.54 I?n77 . 0 . 81 66A625 17 , 66968800 . 'H2.83 N . 
1 1 l 1 0 .43 91901. 0 . 83 66954400 . 66968800, 331 . 26 NONE 0,0 
1 1 0 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 66fJ54400 . 66968AOO. :n~.28 PUSH 0.01 
') , , z o. M nz~'il. o .81 670~(1,~6 . (,] 96n2o. p3·1~ ~~~; B·i ? 1 () c 0 . 0 o.o o.o 670 6 6 . 67 4496. 34. • 0 
1 n 1 1 0 . 4 (' ooo1n . O. AJ 6717675?. . 67296384 , 334.72 NONE 0,0 
l I ~ 0 0 . 0 O. 'l a. o 67176752 . 67 29 6384. 334.76 PUSH 0,04 
-·--~- " · - 1 / C. 40 10 1527 . O. R3 67278? 72 . 6742R720. 335.16 NO~E 8•8 
1 r " 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 67778272 , 67428720 , 335,21 PU H , 4 
l I ? l 0 ,4 0 9?060 . Q,7 Q 673701?0 . 67 428720 . 335 ,61 ~ONE 0,0 
1 I r 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 1 . 0 67370320 . 67 4287 ?.0 . 335,65 PUSH 0,04 
1 I ? 2 0 , 4 0 11?5/..2. 0 , 80 67482 1H'0 • 67518736- 336.05 NONE 0.0 
I 
1 1 -(' -- --- 0 0 .0 0 .0 0.0 67482880. 67518736. 336.09 PUSH 0.04 
1 1 1 l 0. 40 90030. O.A3 67572896. 67620256. 336.49 NONE 0.0 
1 1 n 0 0 .0 0 . 0 0 .0 6757ZA96. 67620256. 336.54 PUSH 0.04 
---l"------_;_;_n____ 1 _______ 1 _ _ _0 ._6 0 130300. __ Q_.Bl 6770!184. 6782486.4. 337.13 _ NONE 0.0 
r 1 - 1 1 o.44 92117. o.A3 6779581!8. 67824864. 337.58 NONE o.o 
2 1 1 2 o .c;~ 107889. 0 .84 67903776. 67914880. 338.11 NONE 0.0 
l 1 2 1 0.54 108321. O.B O 68012096 . 68045168. 338.65 NONE 0.0 
1 0 ? 2 o. 54 127377. 0. 81 681394 72. 6821t5760. 339.19 NONE 0.0 
r----- 1 1 1 0 .4'3 91901. 0.8':1 68231360. 68245760. 339.62 NONE 0.0 
l 1 0 0 0 . 0 0.0 0 .0 68231360 . 6824'H60. 339.64 PUSH 0.01 
" 1 ? 2 0 . 64 132351. 0.8 1 6836~696. 68354080. 340.28 NONE 0.0 
7 1 0 0 0 . 0 0 .0 0 .. 0 6836-,696. 684814156. 340.68 SCPR 0.40 
f G --~-- -- 1 0 .40 90030 . 0.83 68453712. 68573344. 341.08 NONE o.o 
1 1 0 0 0.0 0 . 0 0 . 0 68453712. 685733". 341.12 PUSH 0.04 
1 rl 1 2 0 .40 1015?7. 0.83 68555232. 68705680. 341.52 NONE 0.0 
l f) 0 0 0 . 1) 0 .0 0.0 6855523~. 68_785680. 34io57 PKSH 0,04 r---- 1 ? 1 o. 4o 97060. o. 79 686417.9 • 681 5680. 34 .91 N NE 0.0 
1 1 "l 0 0. 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 68641.280 . 687015680. 342.01 PUSH 0.04 
1 1 ? 2 0 .40 11256?. O. AO 68759840. 68795696. 342.41 NONE 0.0 
l l 0 o o. o o.o o.o 687'i9840. 68795696. _ 34Z.46 _lUSti_ ___ D..04 
1 1 1 1 0 .40 C10030. 0 .83 68849856 . 68RC17216. -34Z~-If6 NONE 0.0 
l l n 0 O. 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 M8498S6 . 68 897216. 342,90 PUSH 0.04 
t 0 2 ~ 0 . 60 130300. 0 . 8168980144,69101824. 343.50 NONE 0.0 
1 l 1 l 0 ,44 q;n17 . 0 .81 6907:?A48 . 69101824. 343,94 NONE 0.0 
7 1 1 2 O. 51 1 078Aq . 0 . A4 69 180736. 69191R40.--344.4? ___ - NONE 0.0 --~ 
1 1 ? l n , c;4 J oq 3?l . 0 . 80 69?890'16 . 69~22128. 345.01 NONE 0.0 
\ n :> 7 0 , '14 127177. O. IH 6Q41643? . 695227 20 . 145 .'i 6 NONE 0,0 
1 1 1 1 0 . 4~ Ql f?OJ . o . R3 69~0R1~0 . ~q~~r~s · 34~.99 ~B~R 8•8 1 1 r o o. o h.o o.o ,q oM_o. q 1 • 34 .oo • t 
" l ;;> ? 0 . 64 n 215 1. 0 . 8 1 6Q~406';F! . 6963 1040 , 346 .64 NONE 0.0 
., 1 " 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 6qA406156 , 69758416, 347.04 SCPR 0.40 
1 0 1 1 0 , 4 r 900~0 . 0 , 8, Aq 730672 . 69850 304. 347.44 NONE 0.0 
l - ------~ _ . o. IJ 0 . 0 ll9B0672 . f)Q$4 50304. 347.49 PUSH 0.04 
t " 1 ? 0 , 41" 10 1"?7 . 0 . '3 1 AQq3 z to?. 699826 40. 347.89 NONE 0,0 
1 r " 0 0 , 1 0 . 0 0 . 0 60B12l92 . 699R2640 . 347.93 PUSH 0.04 
1 1 ., 1 0 . 4 n Q2 0AO. 0 . 79 69924 240 . 69982640 . 348,33 NONE 0.0 
l 1 I) 0 0. 0 o.n 0. 0 69924740. 69982640. -~s-.,T PUSH O.O,. 
1 l ? 2 0 , 4 0 ll ?';fl? , 0 . 80 70036ROO. 70072656. 31t8.77 NONE 0.0 
1 1 " 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 70036800. 70072656. 348.82 PUSH 0.04 
l 1 1 1 0 ,40 900 30 . O. A3 70 126A16. 70174176, 349.22 NONE 0.0 
1 1 o 0 o . O O. o 0 . 0 70126816. 70174176, 349.26 POSH 0.04 
1 r · 2 ., O. F! O 130 300 . 0 . 8 1 702'51104. 70378784. 349.86 NONE 0.0 
1 l l 1 0 , 44 92 717. 0 , 83 7034980A . 70378784, 350.30 NONE 0.0 
? 1 1 ?. 0 , 53 10788<) , 0,84 70457696 . 70468800. 350.83 NON 
l 1 -; l V o '>'t ll.l~.,l lo u . "u f iJ :JOOUlO e fUT'1"1U OO o ;J:.H o 
I r ? 2 0 . 54 1 27?77, 0 . 81 70693392 . 70799680. 351.92 NONE 
1 1 l l 0 .43 CJ1Q0 1. O. R3 70 785280 . 7079q680. 352.315 NONE 0.0 
l t 0 0 0 ,0 0 . 0 0 . 0 70 7 8 ~?80 . 70799680. 152.36 PUSH 0.01 
--a-- 1 7 2 0 . 64 132~51. 0 . ~1 709 17616. 70908000 , 353,00 NONE 0.0 ~ 1 0 0 0 . 0 0.0 0 . 0 7CQ 176 1 ~ . 71035376, 353.40 SCPR O.ltO 
~ 1 1 0 .40 Q0030 . 0 . ~3 71 007632. 71127?.64. 353.80 NONE 0.0 
n 0 0.0 o.o 0 . 0 71007632. 71127264. 353.85 PUSH O.Oit 
l 0 l ~ V o <tll l V li/( o ' ' • "') fl1 U'1 LI' o fl l::1"10VUo ::r..1~o 
1 ~ 0 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 711091~2 . 7125q600. 354.29 PUSH 
1 l ., 1 0 , 't 0 92060 . 0 . 79 71 7.0 1200 . 71259600. 354,69 NONE 
1 1 ., 0 o . n 0 . 0 0 . 0 7120 1200 . 71259600. 354 .74 PUSH 
1 -·- --- 1 - 7 7 0 .40 tl7'i 7'i7 . o .qo 7131"H60 . 7["349616. 355.14 NONE 0.0 
1 1 " a 0 . 0 o. o n.o 713 13760 . 71349616. 355.18 PUSH o.o4 1 1 1 1 1 O, hO Q0fJ30 . n . ql 7140~776 , 714'il136 . 355 .~8 NONE 0.0 
L 1 , 0 0 . 0 o . o 'J . O 7l40317F, . 1145 1136 . 3'55.63 PUSH 0,04 " 
I 
';jJ 
356.22 o.o l 0 ?. 2 0.60 110300. 0.81 71534064. 71655744.- NONE 
1 1 1 1 0.44 92717. 0.83 71626768.~ 71655744. 356.67 NONE o.o 
2 1 1 ? O."i"l. 107AA9. o.A4 71734656. 71745760. 357.20 NONE o.o ] l 2 ] 0.5!:t: ] 083 21 • 0.80 Zl8!:t:29Z6. IJBZ60!:t:B. 35I.I!t ~Mll.NE__ o. 
l 0 ? 2 0.54 127377. 0.81 71970352. 
1 l 1 1 0.41 CJ1901. 0.83 72062240. 
l 1 0 0 o.o o.o o.o 72062240. (I 
? 1 0 
-~-------··-···-~----~ ----- --···-··-···--
---~--- ·--·-·- --· -----------------
********** SYSTEM SUMMARY ********** 
PROI")UCTTON PF~ SHIFT = ~6156. TONS 
TnT!d r,nc::;T PFq TON f)IJMPFn = 1i 0.0'5151230 
r~tiiV TJMr: CAUSFO P.Y SCR"'PER - ??.40 MINUTES 
rrt !IV TP..tF fAIJSFQ RY PUSHER - 13.2? MINUTES 
TOTAL OFLAY TIME - 35,61 MINUTES 
AVEPAGE QUEUE LENGTH AT LOAD POINT - 1.0 
AVERAGE QUEUE LENGTH AT DUMP POINT - 0,7 
TOTAL NOMf\ER OF SCRAPERS LOAOF.O flOR:ING SHIFT - 618. 
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